JOINT TRANSPORTATION & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT/BUDGMAND FINANCE COMMITTEE AGENDA
Tuesday, January 27, 1987
3:00 P.M.
City Council Chambers
915 I Street
Sacramento, California
1.

Res. approving various matters regarding the Bing Maloney Expansion
Project:
A. Approve Negative Declaration
B. Authorize Environmental Coordinator to file with the County
Clerk a Notice of Determination for the project.
C. Authorize City Manager to execute a professional services
agreement between the Ronald Fream Design Group and the city
of Sacramento in an amount not to exceed $45,000 for design
and construction drawing for the project.
D. Approve the financing plan, including the issuance of a
privately placed taxable Golf Fund-Enterprise-Certificate of
Participation which was prepared by City Treasurer.
RECOMMENDATION OF STAFF:

2.

A-D:

RECOMMEND APPROVAL AND FORWARD TO
COUNCIL

Res. amending the City budget by $50,924 for Fiscal Year 1986-87 for
the Department of Public Works to add two FTE positions and associated
equipment and services.
RECOMMENDATION OF STAFF:

RECOMMEND APPROVAL AND FORWARD TO
COUNCIL

*************************

COMMITTEE MEMBERS: Serna, Pope, Chinn, Roble, Shore, Kastanis, Smallman

DEPARTMENT OF PARKS
AND COMMUNITY SERVICES

CITY OF SACRAMENTO
CALIFORNIA

ROBERT P. THOMAS
DIRECTOR

1231 1 STREET
SUITE 400
SACRAMENTO. CA
95814-2977
916-449-5200

G. ERLING LINGGI
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

DIVISIONS: •
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Transportation and Community Development Committee
Budget and Finance Committee
Sacramento, California

CROCKER ART MUSEUM
GOLF
METROPOLITAN ARTS
MUSEUM & HISTORY
PARKS
RECREATION ZOO

Honorable Members in Session:
SUBJECT: Bing Maloney Golf Course Expansion

SUMMARY
This report provides information on the use of the existing 18-hole Bing
Maloney Golf Course located in the south area of Sacramento. Further, this
report recommends that the course be expanded by developing an additional
9-hole course on City property adjacent to the Executive Airport.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Development History
The Bing Maloney Golf Course, constructed in 1952, was the first post World War
II facility built in metropolitan Sacramento. The course was financed from
surplus operating revenues of the 18-hole . Haggin Oaks Golf Course.
The original, 18-hole course was designed to serve a much smallermarket area
than it now serves. The south area, in particular, and Sacramento, in general,
have grown significantly since 1952.
In 1965 the City retained a 25+ acre site for potential expansion of Bing
Maloney Golf Course: This was part of the 1968 Recreation and Parks Master
Plan which was adopted An March 1969.
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Market Area, Use and Demand .
The projected. population for Sacramento's golf market area in the year 2000 'Is:
•1,322,741- On the basis of National. Golf Foundation guidelines, the estimated
number of golf courses required for each segment of a . 50,000 population is one
18-hole course.
At present, there is a total of 12.5 18-hole public golf
courses. within the .boundary of the primary market area. There is, therefore.,
an establiShed shortage. of 13.5 48-hole public golf courses in metropolitan
Sacramento. .
All
area. public golf, courses are presently accomodating
•close-to-capacity , play.
-

•Total- play at all City-owned golf courses in fiscal year 1984-85 amounted to
' 412,000 rounds and-increased Over 7% to 429,819 rounds-4n fiscal year - 1985-86:
Over the vast four- years the 18-hole Course at Bing Maloney has exceeded ,
lompo - rounds' per year and hosted over 250 tournaments annually surpassing . the number Of players recorded at the 18-hole Haggin Oaks. facility. (Exhibit A
provides. comparison of rounds played - at . all City courses. for the past 5
yearst: • Moreover, the: projected requests. for golf starting times at Bing,
' Maloney Golf Course for fiscal year 1986-87 are expected to increase by 10%.
Play on the existing, course is close to-capacity and with the recent closing Of
Lindale:' 9-thole Executive Golf Course in the south area of the city, demand
for--golf starting times exceeds available prime golf time.
-

'

-.

In summary, Sacramento's market area-is already 13.5 courses - below-the , existing
demand,
In order to begin to meet this demand, a 9-hole expansion with support'
facilities is recommended for the Bing Maloney Golf Course-.
Proposed Expansion Project

• The expansion. site is a near-level area that currently supports a. mixture of
'annual . and perennial grasses.
The southeast corner supports a small marshy
area adjacent to a drainage canal that-marks the southern site- boundary. The
.project is an expansion of the existing facilities at Bing Maloney Golf 'Course
in. the Airport MeadowView Community Planning Area.
The project will include a 9-hole' exeCUtive golf course, a small - practice
:putting green, new parking lot With an 87 vehicle capacity, establishment of an
outdoor eating area With six - tables adjacent to the-existing clubhouse, and
relocation of access to the maintenance area on the existing course.
-'The - site is 'situated immediately adjacent to the Sacramento Executive Airport - .
and also shares a boundary with the lots - along the west side of Golf View Drive
between- Monifieth. Avenge and' 53rd Avenue. (Exhibit B depidts,site . map). The
proposed expansion of a 9-hole. executive course is- quite compact, occupying
less than: 15 acres and playing to a.length of 1,370 - yards.
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A conceptual plan, financial feasibility, and environmental review have been
completed by Ronald Fream Design Group at a cost of $19,000. Given the
limitations of the site, the conceptual design is an attractive, playable golf
course that should prove to be enjoyable to a wide range of golfers although it
will primarily attract senior, women and junior golfers. (Exhibit B-1 provides
a conceptual master plan).
An extensive environmental review process was begun by staff in 1985.
Conceptual plans, drafted by Ronald Fream Design Group were submitted to the
County Airport Planner in 1985. Revisions were made based on the County
Airport Planner's concerns. The Comprehensive Land Use Plan (CLUP) approved by
the City Council and County Board of Supervisors for Executive Airport (March
1982) specifically allows for golf course development in the area. However,
even after major revisions to the original conceptual plan in an effort to
mitigate airport staff concerns, the Airport Planning staff stated they prefer
that the proposed site remain undeveloped open space. (See Exhibit C for
details of meetings, dates and revisions; Exhibit C-1 contains correspondence
relating to concerns and mitigation measures surrounding the use of air space
and the redesign of the proposed 9-hole golf course).
The concerns of the airport staff could not be further mitigated, therefore, a
proposed project and environmental assessment was prepared by the Fream Design
Group and distributed for public review and comment. On May 5, 1986 a Negative
Declaration was filed with the County Clerk's Office in accordance with State
guidelines for implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act of
1970 and on May 6, 1986 the State Office of Planning and Research, State
Clearinghouse, was forwarded the Negative Declaration for a thirty (30) day
review period. On June 23, 1986 Notice of Opportunity for Public Review of the
Negative Declaration was published in the Sacramento Union. The appropriate
length of time has now elapsed for comments regarding the Negative Declaration.
(Exhibit D contains the subject document).
Comments regarding the Negative Declaration were received during the public
review period from the County of Sacramento Department of Airports, United
States Department of Transportation Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and
the Sacramento Area Council of Governments (SACOG), all of whom expressed
concern that portions of the project are located within the clear zone for
runway *34. Staff believes that the most recent redesign of the golf course
expansion minimizes the stated concerns.
The Environmental Coordinator finds this project to have no significantly
adverse effect on the physical environment and, therefore, recommends that the
Bing Maloney Golf Course expansion project be approved by the City Council.
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Ronald Fream was chosen through an RFP process to prepare the conceptual plan.
In order to facilitate a well designed and Contructed project compatible with
the existing site and the airport plan, it is recommended that Ronald Fream:
Design Group prepare the construction drawings and specifications. Preparation
of the construction drawings is estimated at a cost of $45,000.

Financial Feasibility
The City contracted With William Sherman Company, Golf Course Consultants and
• Appraisers, San Rafael, California to prepare an economic feasibility analysis
for the Bing Maloney Expansion Project. (Attachment E contains' the consultants
report). .
With the 9-hole expansion at Bing Maloney rounds of play are projected as
follows:

FISCAL YEAR
Weekday-Regular
Weekday-Discount
Sat.. Sun. .& Holidays
.TOTAL ROUNDS

1987/88

1988/89

1989/90

1990/91

1991/92

16,320
11,680
18,720

17,952
12,848
20,592

19,747
14,133
22,651

20,735
14,839
23,784

. 21,77115,581.
24,973

46,720

51,392

56,531

59,358

62,326

The income generated from the additional golf course operations, together with
increased income that may be earned from concessionaires, is more than adequate
to offset the capital cost. The new facility will create a wider appeal to the
already solid base of established golfers and significantly increase the range .
of appeal for new golfers to become better acquainted with the game of golf on
a course that is less challenging in terms of skill and distance, yet one that
is aesthetically appealing and stimulating.
Capital costs for the expansion and clubhouse revisions are, estimated at
$931,190. (Exhibit F provides the detailed cost estimate).
Operating costs include an additional three employees for a total of just over
$100,000 in annual operational costs. Estimated green fees and concession
revenue are over $190,000 per year and are projected to increase annually to
$257,093 by the fifth year following the expansion. Below is a five year cash
flow projection.
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• PROJECTED REVENUES AND OPERATIONS BUDGET
FY 1988-89 TO FY 1992-93

.1988-89

1989-90

1990-91

1991-92

1992-93

46,720

51,392

56,531

59,358

62,326

. $178,720
14,000

$196,592
14,700

$233,191
15,435

$244,851
16,207

$257,093
17,017

248,626

' 261,058

274,110

PROJECTED ROUNDS
GREEN FEES
CONCESSIONS
REVENUE SUBTOTAL

192,720

OPERATIONS & MAINT.
DEBT SERVICE

100,500
117,900

106,530
- 119,925

112,922
116,525

119,697
118,125

126,879
119,300

REQUIREMENTS SUBTOTAL

218,400

226,455

229,447'

237,822

246,179

$15179

$23,236

$27,931

1,572

29,503

NET GAIN/LOSS

( $25,680)

CUMULATIVE GAIN/LOSS

(

25,680)

211,292 ,

.( $19,163)
(

40,843) (

21,664)

*INCLUDES FIRST YEAR DEBT SERVICE PAYMENT

Exhibit G provides a detailed discussion of financing options prepared by
Thomas Friery, City Treasurer_ The City Treasurer, after exploring other
alternatives, has committed to purchase the $935,000 necessary for the Bing
Maloney expansion project from the Sacramento City Employees Retirement System
providing the investment can be settled by June 1, 1987. Net interest cost of
this purchase. is -9.43%. In addition, the City Treasurer's recommendation
Includes issuance of a privately . placed, taxable Golf Fund- EnterpriseCertificate of Purchase.
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On the basis of analysis of the financial implications of this financing plan
on the Golf Fund, Finance Department staff finds that this project should
accrue positive, long-term financial benefits to the Golf Fund. Further,
Finance Department staff support the financing plan recommended by the City
Treasurer. (Exhibit H).
• Staff recommends -that the City Council approve the Bing Maloney Expansion
• Project financing plan prepared by the City Treasurer and supported by the
Finance Department.
Timeline
The Bing Maloney Golf Course Expansion Project timeline is:
Coordinate financing
Design and construction drawings prepared
Construction begins
Course completed
Course opens for play

December 1986, January 1987
April 1987
June 1987
September 1987
April 1988

FINANCIAL DATA
- Bing Maloney Golf Course Expansion Project (FY 1986-87 CIP No. 418-5007
0A00-01), provides $150,000 for golf course design including working drawings
for an automatic irrigation system and a pedestrian bridge and parking lot. It
is anticipated that the contract with Ronald Fream Design Group for
architectural design and engineering will require an estimated $45,000 from
this project budget.
- Total estimated cost for construction of the expansion is $935,000. This
project can be accomplished through the financing plan recommended by the City
Treasurer and the Finance Department staff. This financing plan includes
average annual debt payments from the Golf Fund of $117,778 over a period of 15
years, beginning June 1, 1988. The income generated from the additional golf
course .operations, together with increased income that may be earned from
concessionaires, is more than adequate to support this financing plan.
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RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the Transportation and Community Development Committee
and the Budget and Finance Committee approve the attached report and forward
the following recommendations to the City Council and that the City Council, by
resolution:
1. Ratify the Negative Declaration,
2. Authorize the Environmental Coordinator to file a Notice of
Determination with the County Clerk's Office,
3. 'Approve the Bing Maloney Expansion Project,
4. Authorize the City Manager to enter into agreement with Ronald
Fream Design Group for design and construction drawings not to exceed
$45,000 and,
5. Approve the financing plan prepared by the City Treasurer for the Bing
Maloney Expansion Project, to include the issuance of a privately placed
taxable Golf Fund-Enterprise-Certificate of Participation.
Respectfully submitted.

ROBERT /1419
THOMAS, Director
Parks and Community Services
Recommendation Approved.:

(>4.,

SOL WISHAM, JR.
Assistant City Manager

January 27, 1987
Council District 8
RPT:nol
Exhibits A - H

RESOLUTION NO.
ADOPTED BY THE SACRAMENTO CITY COUNCIL ON DATE OF

RESOLUTION
APPROVING
ENVIRONMENTAL
DOCUMENTS FOR THE BING MALONEY EXPANSION
PROJECT, APPROVING THE BING MALONEY
EXPANSION PROJECT, AUTHORIZING THE CITY
MANAGER TO EXECUTE AN AGREEMENT FOR
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS FOR THE
PROJECT AND APPROVING THE FINANCING PLAN
FOR THE PROJECT
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO:
1. That the Negative Declaration for the Bing Maloney Expansion Project
is hereby approved.
2. That the Environmental Coordinator is authorized to file with the
County. Clerk a notice of Determination for the Bing Maloney
Expansion Project.
3. That the Bing Maloney Expansion Project for expansion of the Bing
Maloney Golf Course, including development of a 9-hole executive golf
course, is hereby approved.
4 That the City Manager is herby authorized to execute a professional
services agreement between the Ronald Fream Design Group and the City
of Sacramento in an amount not to exceed $45,000 for design and
construction drawings for the Bing Maloney Expansion Project.
5. That the financing plan prepared by the City Treasurer for the Bing
Maloney Expansion Project, including the issuance of a privately
placed taxable Golf Fund-Enterprise-Certificate of Participation, is
hereby approved.

MAYOR

ATTEST:

CITY CLERK

DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC WORKS

CITY OF SACRAMENTO
CALIFORNIA

ENGINEERING DIVISION

CITY HALL
ROOM 300
915 I STREET
SACRAMENTO, CA
95814-2608
916-449-5307

January 27, 1987

•

THOMAS M. FINLEY
ENGINEERING DIVISION
MANAG ER

.Budget and Finance Committee
Transportation and Community Development Committee
Sacramento, California
Honorable Members In Session:
SUBJECT: North Natomas Infrastructure Design Report and Financing Study
SUMMARY
The North- Natomas Community Plan requires the preparation of an "Infrastructure
Design Report and Financing Study." This report outlines the staff approach to
the development of the masterplanning of North Natomas and recommends '
additional staff to coordinate and review the necessarystUdies.
BACKGROUND
The North Natomas Community Plan requires the completion of an "Infrastructure
Design Report and Financing Study." These studies are necessary for the City
to enter into development agreements with the developers of North Natomas.
Both the studies and the agreements are Plan requirements prior to the issuance
of any building permits or filing of any final subdivision maps within the
community plan. boundaries. The new arena and stadium are exceptions to this
condition. •
A conceptual evaluation of the public facilities required-for North Natomas was
completed as part of the EIR. Recognizing this conceptual nature, the Plan
required the "Infrastructure Design Report and Financing Study" in order to
provide detailed and specific design and construction information for the
water, sewer, drainage and street systems required to serve the community. The
final report will determine the size and location of the trunk facilities for
the above mentioned items and determine the appropriate financing mechanisms
for each element. Once the trunk facilities have established the
infrastructure framework, 'development Can occur in an orderly fashion. This
master planning approach is similar to that used for the Pocket and the South
Natomas.areas of the City. It should be emphasized that this information is to
be provided for the entire community plan and all costs associated with the
planning, design and construction of the required facilities is to be borne by
the developers.
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Staff's original intent was to retain the services of one consulting firm who
would provide a single comprehensive report. However, in order to provide the
infrastructure information, and financing approach in an expedient manner, it .
has been determined that the various elements of the study report can.be
separately. prepared by City staff and consultants. The Engineering Division
will then merge these elements to develop the completed document.
A number, of consultants have already been retained.
and the agency preparing each are identified below:

The elements of the study

Element

Being Prepared By:

1.

Drainage Study

Dewante and Stowell

2.

Sewer

County of Sacramento (CH2M Hill)

3.

Water

City of Sacramento - Water Division

Streets

City of Sacramento - Engineering Division

5. .Financing

Ralph Andersen Associates

6.

City of Sacramento - Engineering Division.

Final Report

The EIR estimated the value of the infrastructure to be approximately $500
million. Considering the enormous magnitude of this undertaking, Public Works
staff must be increased in order to coordinate and review the preparation, of
the various elements and to develop the final report. Without increases in
staffing levels, North Natomas will overtax existing staff and result in less
service being provided to other communities of the City and a less than desired
final product for North Natomas. It is therefore proposed that two teTh's be
immediately added to the Public Works operating budget. One position is
proposed at the Associate Engineer level and one is proposed at the Senior
Engineer level,
The Associate Engineer Will be responsible for preparing the report on streets
for the area and for providing design review and coordination of the other
elements of the report_ The Senior Engineer will be responsible for policy
development and direction to the-various consultants, - coordination of the
various elements and preparation of the final report. In addition, both
positions will be used to finalize the-South Natomas FBA which is behind
schedule due to lack of adequate staffing.
As development of North Natomas progresses, additional staffing augmentations
. can be expected. If the $500 million estimated for infrastructure is
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reasonable, and the. community is built out over the next 20 years, as the Plan
. states, approximately $25 million per year in public improvements will be
constructed merely for trunk facilities. By comparison, during this past year
the Engineering Division reviewed, approved and inspected the construction of.
approximately $20 million in development related public improvements. There
are currently ten FTE positions devoted to this activity. This is provided
only as information to the Committee at this time and will be the subject of
future reports.

FINANCIAL
Total additional appropriations to the Public Works Operating Budget to fund
the - identified two positions for the remainder of the fiscal year is $50,924.
This funding should be appropriated frOm the General FUnd.. The General Fund
will then be reimbursed through the established development fees as North
Natomas projects are approved. This reimbursement is not expected to take
place in FY 66-87, however.

RECOMMENDATION
•

It is recommended that. the attached resolution appropriating $50,924 from the
'General fund Contingency, balance to the Public Works operating budget to fund
one FTE Associate Engineer and one FTE Senior Engineer be forwarded to the full
- City Council for their approval.
Respectfully submitted,

3
Recommendatio Approved:

(I

/1"
,
574
THOMAS-M. FINLEY
Engineering Division Manager
Approved:

4.

'N\

SOLON WISHAM, JR.
Assistant City Manager

MELVIN H. JOHN
Director of Pu

JHB:vr
(NN)TD2-38.8
01.2087.4

January 27, 1987
District No. 1

Attachment

orks

RESOLUTION NO
ADOPTED BY THE SACRAMENTO CITY COUNCIL ON DATE OF

. A RESOLUTION AMENDING THE CITY BUDGET FOR
FISCAL YEAR 1986-87 FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC WORKS TO ADD TWO FTE POSITIONS AND
ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES

BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO:
That the current operating budget for Fiscal Year 1986-87 is hereby
amended by transferring $50,924 from the General Fund Contingency (101-7107012-4999) to the Engineering Division Transportation and Development Section
(101-310-3136-4XXX) for the addition of one leTE Associate Engineer and one FTE
Senior Engineer
.

MAYOR

ATTEST:

CITY CLERK

(NN)TD2-39.B
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EXHIBIT

C

REVISI.ON MITIGATION MEETINGS
AND CORRESPONDENCE

FAMIMIT C
MGM 9

During the preliminarY. planning. Procest,period of the Bing Maloney Expansion,
the following discussions occurred:
- Staff Met With County Airport Planner to discuss original
conceptual plan and mitigating measures to satisfy airport . Concerns.
September .6, 1985

- Staff Met withConnty 'Airport Planner. to discus's original
conceptual plan and Mitigating measures to satisfy airport concerns
December - 5, '1985

January 8 6 February': 27; 1986 .- TWo'revisions
to the original conceptual
design of the Bing Maloney Expansion Project were instituted to accomodate the
concerns of airport staff as foilowa!
' •

takes depicted in the origianl, design Were omitted to
alleviate attraction - . of waterlowl.to the airport vicinity.' The tree species'
that were included in the orignial design which had the potentialto.groWto
unacceptable - heights for airport . staff concerns were deleted from plans and
replaced With limited growth plants. •

Design Revision .41

'Design RevisOn #2 --SiX foot chain link fence adjacent to taxi runway running
' east. to west,‘ on perimeter of south boundary of airport in original design was
modified to reduce: height of 'fence to five feet. Golf hole 48 on original
design was shortened in length and redesigned to play north to south so as to
alleviate the possibility of golf bolls entering Clear Zone'cif'secOndarY runway
• *34.

A five foot chainjinkjence Was added to the original design to securee.n.nrea
of Cali property which airport' staff considered to be an Interference With
runway 434 clearance zone. This Will prevent golfers from traversing from hole
#7 to hole . : #8 directinegolfers south of the clearance zone in question. An
eight foot: Chain link fence. Was . added to the original design separating the
existing Bing .Maloney .Golf Course . .from proposed 9-hole course providing the
airport with security 'during. ,cloted .hours of golf course. Golf . hole #9 was
shortened in length to compensate for the aforementioned runway clearance zone.
Staff prOvided - cpPY Of conceptual plan to a. private pilots
association and requested comments. Rforie were received.
February 28, 1986

Staff met with County Airport Planning staff to discuss any
Airport staff stated they preferred that the proposed site
further comments..
remain an open space with. no'deVelepment.
•

May 11, 1986

EXHIBIT C-1

CORRESPONDENCE

COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
DEPARTMENT OF AIRPORTS
•
6900 AIRPORT BOULEVARD
SACRAMENTO,,CALIFORNIA 95837
(916)929.5411

'

•

October. 25, 1984
DIRECTOR OF AIRPORTS,
George , W.'McLaughlin ...

Mr. Dale Achando
Superintendent Of Golf
Department of Parks and Community Services
3520 Fifth Avenue,
Sacramento,, CA 95817

SUBJECT: 'EXPANSION OF BING . MALONEY 'GOLF COURSE
Dear Mt.HAchando:
Please eXcuse:thedelay:in responding to your request concerning Depart
ment.,of Airports concerns with respect to expanding Bing Maloney Golf
:.Courte. In the absence Of a specific development proposal for the area
in question south of Taxiway G :and'north of the main drainage ditch, the
.planning and layout of he golf course expansion Should address the
,following general concerns:
. ,We Would prefer no encroachment within. the Runway 34 clear zone,
however the ExecutiveAirport Comprehension Land. Use Plan (CLUP)
allowslgOlf.couraeswithin the clear zone subject to the following
.

Use would generate no tOre than ten persons per acre
ocCupancy...'
Height'restriCtiOn-of 20:1. (1 ft. .vertical for 81/1-.7, 20 ft.
horizontal) 'beginning at 'a point colinear with the inner
boundary of the -clear zone.

Be advised that aircraft will 'be as' low as 20-25 feet'durinR
. approaches to Runway 34.. Golf balls may constitute a hazard in
this area.
. :We would prefer no trees, within the expansion area, however CLUID
and FAA policy Would allow trees outside the clear zone sUblect to
height restriction . (1 .ft vertically for every 7 ft.
horizontally) beginning at the west boundary of the Runway 34 clear
zone. The . .7:1 height restrictionis also .applicable beginning at
approxiMately the west boundary of the . expansion area and
proceeding eastward.

SACRAMENTO METRO

EXECUTIVE AIRPORT

FRANKLIN FiELO

Dale .Achando
October 25,1_984 Jage2Anmetal•structures (bridges, buildings, fences, etc.)-which are
planned for this - area should be, noted on a detailed plan sheet and
submitted to the -Department of Airports. The Department will,submit such plans to the FAA-Airway Facility Sector. Office for
review and analysis of possible electronic signal interference.
'The- Department'
Airports would advise ydur office accordingly.
. If ehe.golf:course As proposed for'night_use, a lighting plan .
should beSubmitted for out review. : rujr and FAA policy prohibits
lights' which,interfere with piloevision'or perception during
:landing or eakeoff.
.1.

•

1

7.

The golf course:fairwaytIshould be•sligned.such that' the '!planned"
direction of golf ball trajectory is away fromehe'airport.'
The area wide drainage scheme Should be designed such that sheet
flow is directed
, . away from the airport and towards the main drainate ditch.
Proper security 'fencing.. shall be provided adjacent to airport
property., (Height restrictions within the Runway - .14 clear zone
should _be : maintained.) .
•
•
The' airport manager has, suggested that it might be desirable if
golf course use could- be accessible for fly-in patrons, i.e. space
'provided for aircraft 'parking. Although this should not be 'a ,
design requirement, any provision for aircraft parking should be
reviewed by the Department of Airports.
••

If the Department of Parks and CoMmunity Services elects to proceed with
the golf course, expansion, it is requested that the overall development
plan be Submitted.to-tbe Department ofAirports for review.
Sincerely,

rvE. Komar
f7-Airport4qanner
LEK:sam
Norm.Coad

•

•

San Prancieco Airports District -Office
coNcuRRENcEs
• 851 Witten !pad
FITS. SYMBOL
Burlingame, California 94010
Ostobor 111 19145
•

•Or„ Lawrence P. StroobarO
Project Scieetist
LOA
•2604 tight% Street
PeTheley, California 94710
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Dear Or. Strembere.

I.

The information yew supplied im with vas very helpfui in evaluating' the
tins—We/oney Calf Course ExPansion Project adjacent to Sacramento Fxecutive
Airport; and based ea this information, I'll emomeot on all the issues you
have questions on, plus some others I feel are significant. I've inclosed
copy of a portion of the,Saaramonto &mud,* Airport Layout Plan. It show
to scale, the approach end of runway 14, and the portion of the clear tone
is the Property you have questions about. Also enclosed is a copy of ?.AA
Order W5700.5, FAA Guidance Concerning Sanitary Landfills On Or Wear AitOot
This order is applicable to your prefect in the aspect that the oan...made Is
will act 4, a bird attractant. Other publications include the pereetaphe
frost the'curreat Airman's information Manual applicable to bird %awards; P.
Order F5200.4
!fsTtiiJ of Ratardoes Bird Population On Or wear Air rts;
uort•Lan4- Vse Compatibility Plann ng; end
•Advisee. Circelar 1
Advisory. Circular 11015200-3A, Bird Bacardi To Aircraft.
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The clear sone is eutlined is red on the enclosed cap, and is a tratmeoidal
area at eround level for the purpos• of protecting the safety of approaches
end kecoine the area clear of congregation of people and structures. The
runway @leer sane begins at the emd of each.prinary surface (200 feet eff t
and of the rumwav). land is aymmetrically centered upon the extended - runway
centerline. The clear sae. should bat kept clear. Undeveloped lend is the
best use. Agriculture shish does net attract bilde is compatible unless it
imaludea structures. Park and recreational uses are satifectorv if they d
attract levee groups of people. Transportation facilities are not 4 Carlo
problem as long as height rescriations are heeded. Power lines ere a setio
danger, but dem't sewer to Me I factor in this project. most other Imes s
be msoluded. •Uherever possible, the clear :Poe should be free of any coast
tion or obstacle, and should be minimally used by people.
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The requirement for a fence,betwese tbe golf Cones*. anA Owe airport is a ne easit)'i
ALS , S1G
fro, a.public safety point of view. The - oossibility.of an individunl,,or
groop'ot people maederies ammo aiwportproperty is toe great to ignore. Th fact
that:alball.weiild'Imad on or sear the rueway OT taxiway, and an attoset to
it,monld occur, almost loos without saying. The fence would have to be bet high 0-41.a
mouth Ami stitify,umasit to stop trespassers, and this creates another lrob
4sThe fqnweildimmot penetrate the ilaginary approach surfaces, it must not create
any'VAVW:eienel distortion fres an apottiach or navigation aid, and it cult•
not . create an obstruction within the clier tone itself, Althouph some airports
. have fiancee within the clear tone, it is not the F.A.A.'s policy to allow fences

I

rrn 1360-14 (64111

OFF ICIAL FILE COPY

_
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or
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1.%il

qua-tiodi„12,r-703
4, 076.14•7.
mene
artemap
not as elute to the runway
saint P2
f101 erlik tbey .de
Any
sturdy fiance in
PnWelm,11Mo4e, indicated on the enclosed -04We'
• the altar sone eras would also represea nrialikamee to crash/fire/rescue
vehiCleo.in afit event of an aireraft egridelltirademip. The only acceptable
• alternative.vonld be to border the gloat amse.wilava emote s but this mould
sive you no SOSO between the old golf COUTOO property and tbe new proposed
• expansion. This severli restricts themete
Aittroffrenth, eighth, and
eieeth
to the point they cannot lit d' iltirim.7.44 so poe$ bake Wended.
The fairways of the seventh, eighth, aneititis'holes end the tee of the fitth
are all within the clear ecne.
... ,

Also, solf balls would certainly penetrate the teal:tasty approach surfaces,
lokieph../ie only thirty...five to fifty feet above the greens on the seventh,
eightll. and ninth fairway. From the fourth fairway a ball can easily be shot
onto carivey "C", which might cause damage to aircraft moving on the ground.
Any damage to nerstircralt's windshield, Windows, eitet static tubes (airspeed),
canvas &Atte,: fiberglaai panels, or feel' ceps is expeesive to repair and may
him* fatal conaleueeces if an aireraft is or becomes airborne.
Any public eathering of people for a tournament or other public gathering vo4ld
be very unacceptable to the T.A.A. twee a lowly day at the golf course would
violate the'ruidelinel used by the Sacramento AUX (10 people per act.) .
The ?.A.A. provided federal Asada to up-date the Master Plan tor Sacramento
Tat:cativo Airport and to develop a comestible land-ase plan for the airport's
environs. Land see poliey is a local option. The 7.A.A. does not mandate
land uses, but provides gaidlines for compatible uses. The land use policies
and related safety areas were adopted as part of the P.A.A. accepted Master
Pint .for !sedative Airport,.
nut records indicate this the sponsor conducted extensive public hearings and
wide-ranging public‘ participation Worts in developing a land-use plan for
trecutive Airport.' .
During the development of the Aiport Master Plan and off - airport Land Use Plan,
-

11

we tmre adviaed'of tbe alternative* and criteria being considered.

- nuy approval of the Airport Layout Plan recognises the oft-airport land use
II recommendations in the Master Plea
a soend and reasonable approach to furthering
II our interest is Prompting the •afety WI welfare of land um near an airport
and aircraft operetOrs. The Sponsor provides the P.A.A. with assurances , that he
will take action to restrict lewd As the vicinity of the airport to activities
and purposes ecmpatible with soma airport operations.
.

The, enclosed Ir.A.A. Ores: . 5240.3 pretty each sums up the Asency e s policy
reeardins the miurmade treaties of additional bird hasarda user any aitoort.
Although the primary concentration of birds geoid be off airport property, the
Lake would provide- a-home for the birds near two runways. This, in addition to
the nearby Sacramento River, womld not be in the but interests of aviation. safety.

610. Newport Center Drive Suite 555 • Newport Beach, Cailfornia 92660 • (714) 640-6363
• (415) 841-6840
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San FrancisepAirports District Office
831 Mitten Road
Burlingame, California 94010
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George W. McLaughlin
Director of Airports
County of 'Sacramento
•6968 Airport Boule v ard
..Sacramento, California 95837

Dear Mr. McLaughlin:

Airport: Sacramento Executive

We• received the encolsed "Notice of Proposed Construction or Alteration,
"FAA Form 7460-1, dated September 25, 1985, proposing expaniion of the
Bing—Maloney Golf Course to the edge of airport property and into the
approach clear zone of runway 34,
The Proposed structure is not in conformance with the current approved Airport
Layout Plan (ALP) dated December 7, 1983. We, therefore, will not begin
our review until we receive a written confirmation from you that the
proposal does conform to your current plans and that this will be reflected
on the next revision to the ALP, Once we have received your response, the
review Process will begin and you may expect to receive our determination
within thirty (30) days of that time, provided coordination reveals there are
ao objections. If the proposal is controversial, it is subject to circularization to interested parties and thus may require a longer period. For further
inouiries on this proposal, please call Mr. Anderson Davie at (415) 876-2927.
We are notifying the proponent of our receipt of the proposal by copy of this
letter. .

Sincerely,

Anderson Davie
Airport Planner

MICHAEL J, MAVRAKIS
.Manager, Airports District Office
cc: Ronald Fream
Dale Achondo

COUNTY OF SACRAMENT%.
DEPARTMENT OF AIRPORTS
6900 AIRPORT BOULEVARD
SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA 95637
(916) 929.5411

DIRECTOR OF AIRPORTS
George W. McLaughlin

November 8, 1985

Mr.. Anderson Davie, Airport Planner
San Francisco Airports District Office
Federal Aviation Administration.,
831 Mitten Road
Burlingame, CA 94010
SUBJECT': SACRAMENTO EXECUTIVE AIRPORT (SAC)
. GOLF COURSE EXPANSION

1

Dear Mr. Davie:
The FAA Form 74601 dated September 25, 1985 proposing expansion of the
Bing,Maloney Golf Course to the edge of Airport property is a City of
Sacramento, Department of Parks and Community Services proposal. The
County Department of Airports has expressed opposition to the proposed
expansion (see attached correspondence to Mr. Dale Achando, Superintendent of Golf', dated October 8, 1985).
The subject property is owned and under the control of the City of
Sacramento and is,conaidered "off-airport" property. The Department of
Airports cannot unilaterally alter the approved ALP with respect to
off-airport developments without approval and direction from the City
Council and, Board of Supervisors. In that the golf course expansion
proposal is being initiated by a City department, we would expect that
any requirement for ALP revision in Support of golf course expansion
would also be initiated by the City. The Department of Airports would
then respond accordingly.
If you wish to discuss this issue in greater detail, please do not
hesitate to contact Larry Kozub, Sr., Airport Planner at (916) 648-0620.
Sincerely,

L.

George . McLaughlin
Director of Airports
LEK:sam
cc: Dale Achando
Norm Coed
Larry Kozub

.
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COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
DEPARTMENT OF AIRPORTS
6900 AIRPORT BOULEVARD
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95837
(916) 929-5411

1

January 30, 1986

DIRECTOR OF AIRPORTS
George W. McLaughlin

1

Mr. Dale Achondo .
Superintendent of Golf
Department of Parks . &.Community Services
1231 I Street, Suite 400
Sacramento, CA 95814
SUBJECT: PROPOSAL EXPANSION OF BING MALONEY GOLF COURSE
REVISED. CONCEPT DRAWING - JANUARY 1986
Dear Mr. Achondo:
The DepartMent of Airports has reviewed the latest concept drawing for
the proposed Bing Maloney expansion and has no further comments or
. :recommendations on this phase of the project. If the project is approved and proceeds to construction, the Department of Airports would .
like an opportunity to review the construction plan drawings. As you are aware, the Department of Airports is generally opposed to the
project on the basis of airfield security and on-airport safety. In
fact, we would prefer that the property in question be returned to the
airport and kept in open space. However, if the project proceeds as
planned, we wish to remind you of two issues that have previously been
discussed and remain to be addressed. Both issues have been the subject
of FAA correspondence specific to this project.

I.

The first issue involves land use within the Clear Zone and Runway
Safety Area. As the name implies, the Clear Zone is intended to remain
"clear", i.e. no development. However, certain types of development
have historically been 'approved within Clear Zone boundaries.
1.

I .

2. :No penetrations of the runway approach slope
3.. The project would contribute to the airport in some
significant way
4.

1

No assemblage of persons

There is no reasonable .alternative to the project

The first two criteria have been addressed and mitigated in the latest
Concept plan for golf course expansion. The second two items have not
been addressed. Also, the fence located in the Runway Safety Area
becomes a necessity as a result of the project but its construction it

SACRAMENTO METRO

EXECUTIVE AIRPORT

FRANKLIN FieLD

•

1
1
1
I.
1.
1

•

Dale Accondo
January 30, 1986
Page 2
considered an obstruction within the Runway Safety Area and, therefore,
requires a variance from the FAA perFederal Aviation Regulations.
The second issue involves project approval at the City Council level.
Subsequent to your submittal of FAA Form 7460-1 (Sept. 25, 1985) on the
initial concept plan, the FAA determined that the project is not in
conformance with the current approved Airport Layout Plan
For
the project to became consistent, the ALP must be revised. Such revision Should be initiated by the projectproponent, in this case the
Department of Parks and Community Services through the City Council.
Copies of pertinent FAA and County correspondence regarding this issue
are attached for' reference.

TEFT:

Beyond these technical issues, however, is an underlyingconcern of the
Department. In summary, while we :acknowledge your desire to improve the
recreational quality of the Bing Maloney Golf Course facility, we
believe:that.expansion toward the airport is inappropriat
Sincerely,
5

arry E. Iç4eub
, Sr. Airpot Planner
LEK:sam

I.
1

I.

I.

San Francisco Airports District Office,
831 Mitten Road
crrc. SYMBOL
Burlingame, California 94010
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LSA
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Dear ma. McDonald:
I've recently received your letter dated
for the additional considerations you've
problems of the Bing-Maloney Golf Course
Airport compatibility issues. But, as I
Dr: Laurence P. Btzemberg on October 18,
surrounding this expansion still exist.

January 29, 1986 and thank you
looked at to mitigate the
expansion/Sacramento Executive
stated in my letter to
1985, the objectionable issues

GATE

RIG. V.,.490.._

IN ■ r ■ ALS , SIG

Although the bird hazard problem has been removed from the plan, the
problems surrounding people and obstructions in the clear zone, fences
in the clear sone, and golf balls penetrating the imaginary approach
surfaces still exist with the current preliminary master plan attached
to your January 29, 1986 letter. .
The PAA'm polity regarding ,this issue has not changed with this lateaW
revision, since we still find objections to this expansion on the
unresolved issues. If you have any additional questions or require more information or detail on this subject, please call Andy Davie at
(415) 876-2927.
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Sincerely,
RIG. SIMEIGL
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MICHAEL J. MAVRARIS
manager, Airports District Office
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January IP, 1,26
sr.' Coors* tr. Nctaulthlin
Director of Airports •
Couetv of Sacramento
f, QA° Airport Poulevard
sacremente,. California 950'17
Tear kr. xcteuehlint

.Aireort: Sacramento r.yecJtly,a

The reoeial aviation Administrstion (PAA) has conducted a study of the
^rnposed devolveoent under rase AS ■ AW7,40.442A. Our review ha$ indicated
rttae we have objections to this proposed expansion of the Folt course/lake
recrestional facility adjacent to Sacromonto etteCutive Airport tor the
tollowine reasons:

I. Portions of the proiect are located within the clear sone tot
Sacramento Ptecutive Puttway 14.
UCCISIt of its potential to
its
contribution
to the congreratinn of
attract birds astd
i*eaele within a runway clear sane, the recreational purpose
La not compatihle with 'Wirral Aviation Adminiatration rJidolines/recomiendationa contained in A0Visory Circular 15n/c300-4*,
Chapter 5.

•

The proponent is being notified of the 'FAA's position by a copy of this
erteT.
Sincerely,
'is 1:

PICHAFL I. !O4VRAKIS
Mapawer, Airports Nstrict Ottice

WT.

Reonale Preen
rele hOondo

AWP-530
AWP-600
ADav ie :Lt : 1-28-86

360-14 I6-411

OFF iCIAL FILE.COPY

CITY OF SACRAMENTO

:

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

Administration

1231

Room 300 449-5571

Street..

Sacramento. Ca. 95814

Building Inspections
Room 200 449-5716

Planning
Room 200 449-5604.

APRIL 29, 1986

MEMORANDUM
TO:

bale. Achondo. Parks and Community Services Department

FROM:

Steve Dee,. Associate Planner

SUBJECT: BING.NALONEY GOLF COURSE EXPANSION INITIAL STUDY (N86-028)
The. Planning Division has reviewed this Initial Study and submits the
following comments
PAGE
7

COMMENT
Change the last sentence of the first paragraph to read: "R-1
zoning is. applied to 'airport and park areas because it is e low
intensive development category in the City's Zoning Ordinance. The
"City's Zoning Ordinance has no specific zoning category for airports
or parks."

If you have any questions concerni,nuthese comments, please call me on
extension '2037.
SD:lr

U.S. Department
of Transportation

San Francisco Airports District Office
831 Mitten Road
Burlingame, California 94010 .

Federal Aviation
• Administration
May 29, 1986' .
Mr. Dale AChondo
Golf Superintendent
. City of Sacramento
1231 "I" Street
Sacramento., California 95814
Dear Mr. Achondo:
We have received your Negative Declaration for the proposed Bing Maloney Golf
Course Expansion. We have previously commented on the golf course expansion
by the following correspondence:
1. Letter of October 18, 1985, to Dr. Lawrence P. Stramberg of LSA
detailing our concerns about the proposed expansion.
2. Letter January 28, 1986, to Mr. George McLaughlin of Sacramento County
objecting to the expansian.
. Letter of February 6, 1986, to Ms. Kimla McDonald of LSA reiterating
our objections.
Copies of this correspondence are enclosed for, your reference.
Our previous comments are still valid.
ment A to the Initial Study:

We have the following comments on Attach-

1. The discussion of the clear zone found on page 8 is erroneous. The report
states, "for runway 34, the trapezoidal clear zone begins at the ground
surface at a relocated. threshold 90 feet north from the physical end of
the runWay and extends 1,000 'feet at a slope of .20:1 to an elevation
50 feet above ground level." This statement is not correct. The statement
apparently refers to the approach surface, which is the imaginary plane
extending outward and upward at the 20:1 slope as described. The clear
zone, however, is the ground surface below the inner 1,000 feet of the
-approach surface. The clear zone must be kept free of all structures and
other hazards to aircraft.
2. Page 9, line.5; The safety area is 300 feet wide.
3: Page 22, last paragraph; How would the hazards and sanctions be mitigated?
While we recognize the desirability of the golf course expansion to the City,
we feel it is contrary to aviation safety to erect fences, trees, or shubbery
in the clear zone.
Sincere

HAEL J. MAVRAKIS
anager, Airports District Office
Cc:
Lprry
t.b1 w/e Iva

EXHIBIT D

NEGATIVE DECLARATION

NEGATIVE , DECLARATION
Pursuant,tO Division 6, Title '14, Chapter 3, Article 7, Section
of the California Administrative Code and pursuant to the Pro150.83
•
cedures and Guidelines for preparation and processing of Environmental
Impact Reports (Resolution 78-172) adopted by the City of Sacramento,
pursuant to Sacramento City Code Chapter 63, the Environmental Coordinator of the City of Sacramento, California, a municipal corporation,
does prepare ., .make, declare, publish, and cause to be filed with the
County,.Clerk of Sacramento County, State of California this Negative
. Declaration regarding the project, described as follows:

.Title and Short DeScription.of Project:
•

8ing MalOney GOIE CourseExpansion. Nine-hole
expansion adjacent to present eighteen-hole Course.,
• noluding parking for'75 oars,

Location of Project:

Z.

6801 Freeport Blvd.
Sacramento, CA 95822 .
.

The Proponent of the Project: City of Sacramento
It is found that the project will not have a •significant
effect on the environment. A copy of the initial study
is attached, Which documents the reasons supporting the
above finding and any mitigation m
es included in the
project to avoid any potentially
icank effects identified in the initial study.
The Initial Study was Prepared by

•

•

'DATED ‘ ;

,David S ease

A copy of the Initial Study and this Negative Declaration
may beobtained at 915 - I Street, Room 207, Sacramento,
California 95814.

9)/2 /986 FILED
•MAY 5- 1986
JOYCE ROSSELL SMITH, CLERK
BY gi,zatp.c.A.
.

DEPUTY

Environmental Coordinator of
the City of Sacramento,
California, a municipal
corporation

NEGATIVE DECLARATION
• Pursuant to Division 6, Title 14, Chapter 3, Article 7, Section
.15083 of the California Administrative Code and pursuant to the Procedures and Guidelines for preparation and processing of Environmental
Impact Reports (Resolution 78-172) adopted by the City of Sacramento,
pursuant to , Sacramento City Code Chapter 63, the Environmental Coordinator of the City of Sacramento, California, a municipal corporation,
does prepare, make, declare, publish, and cause to be filed with the
County Clerk of Sacramento County, State of California this Negative
. Declaration regarding. the project described as follows : .
1.

Title and Short Description.of Project:
Bing Maloney. Golf Course Expansion. Nine-hole
expansion adjacent to present eighteen-hole course,
including parking for 75 cars.

Location of Project:
6801 Freeport Blvd.
Sacramento, CA 95822

3.

The Proponent of the Project: City of Sacramento

4.

It is found that the project will not have a signific.ant
effect on the environment. A copy of the initial study
is attached, which documents the reasons supporting the
above finding and any mitigation m
es i luded in the
project to avoid. any potentially ig n ican effects identified in the initial study.

5.

The Initial Study was prepared by David S ease
•
A 'copy of the Initial Study and this Negative Declaration
may be Obtained at 915 - I Street,-Rcom 207, Sacramento,

. 6. -

California 95814..

ENDORSED:
HUD
MAY 5 - 1986
DATED:

2, /986

JOYCE AUSSELL SMITH. CLERK
By L BOYKIN. Deputy.

Environmental CoordinatOr of
the City of Sacramento,
California, a municipal
corporation .

crri OF sp.cpAfmno
wrrin STUDY
1

•

Referenc,i,s ere to California ,Administrative Code, Title 14, Division 6, Chatter 3,
Article 7, .Section 15063

1. Title arid Description of Project (15063 (d)(1))
•Bing Maloney Golf Course.EXpansion. Nine-hole expansion
flacent to present eighteen-hole course, inoludinq parking_
for 75 cars-

2. Environrsntal Setting (15063 (d) (2) )
4

•'111p cit ipprnime1y 29 ArrPg nf uArant lAna

the existing golf course to the south and Sacramento
Executive Airport to the north.

Enyiropmental Effects - Attached checklist rust be completea by person conducting
initial' study (15063 (d) (3)1
•

Attadled list of ritigation Measures must he ccopeted by
Nitigation Msaiures
person conducting initial study (15063 (d)(4))

5. Conpatibilitv with Existing Zoning and Plans (15063 (d)(5))

Date

CITY OF SACRAMENTO
INITIAL STUDY
.
ENYIRONMENTAL.PECKLIST FORM
C.C. No.
Date:.
B4CCIROUND .
1. Name of Project

Bing Maloney Golf Course Expansion

21 City Department Initiating Project Department of Parks and Community Services
Architect

David S ease, Landsca

3.

Name Of Individual Preparing Checklist

4.

Is Checklist Being Prepared for CEO)EK or NEPA
Source of Funding of Project

II. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
(Explanations of all 'yes' and 'maybe' 'answers are required under Item III.)

•
Yes

Maybe

No

Earth. Will the proposal result in:

in

a.

Unstable earth conditions or in changes

b.

Disruptions, displacements, compaction or overcoverino of the soil?

XX

c.

Change in topography or ground surface relief features?

XL

d.

The destrUctiOn, covering or modification of any unique
features?

geologic substructures?

XX

M.%

..■••

geologic or physical

•■•■■•

XX

. Any increase in wind or water erosion of soils either on or off the site? XX
f. Changes in deposition or erosion of beach sands, or changes
In siltation,. deposition or erosion which may modify the
channel of a river or stream or the bed of the ocean or
any pay, inlet or lake?

-

Exposure of people or property to geologic hazards such as earthquakes,
landslides, mudslides, ground failure, or similar hazards?

.•■•

XX

2. Air. Will the proposal result in:
a.

Substantial air emissions or deterioration of ambient air quality?

b.

The creation of objectionable odors?

17(..
XX

c.

Alteration of air movement, moisture or temperature, or any change in
climate, either locally or regionally?

XX

.•■=1.•

3. Water. Will the proposal resat in:
a.
b.

Changes in currents, or the course or direction of water movements, in
either marine or fresh waters?
Changes in absorption rates, drainage patterns, or the rate and amount
of surface water runoff?

c.

Alterations to the course or flow of flood waters?

d.

Change in the amount of surface water in any water body?

e.

•••■

XX

-

■■••11111

Y.11
,11■••■■

••■.=••■

.Discharge into surface waters, or in any alteration of surface water
quality, including but not limited to temperature, dissolved oxygen
Or turbidity?

XX
XX

•

f.

Alteration of the direction or rate of flow of ground waters.

g.

Change in the quantity of ground waters, either through direct additions
or withdrawals, or through interception of an aquifer by cuts or
excavations?
Substantial reduction in the amount of water otherwise available for
public water supplies?

■•••■•

M.1■111b

••■•■

1. .Exposure of .people or property , to water related hazards such
' or tioal wave?
't
n
Plant Life. Will the proposal result in: '

4.

as

flooding

. a. Change in the diversity of species. or number of any species of
plants (including 'trees., shrutts, grass, crops. microflora Arid
aquatic plants)?
.Reduction of
of plantsi

the

XX

nUmbers of any unique, rare or endangered species

XX

introduCtion of new species of plants into an area, or in a,barrier

XX

to the normal replenishment of existing species?
' d. Reduction in acreage of any agricultural crop?

••■••■

animel,Life. • Will the ,proposal result in:

5.

a. Chance in the diversity of species

or numbers of any species of animals •
ibiraS, land animals including reptiles, fish and shellfish, benthic
organisms. insects or microfaigial?

. b.

XX

Reduction of theliuMbers of any unique, rare or endangered species,
of animals?

XX

ImMINM

Introduction of new species Of animals into an area. Or result in
'a Darner to the migration or movement of animals?

c.
d.

XX

Deterioration - toexisting fish or wildlife habitat?

xx-

•

6. .Moiti. Will the proposal result in:

- a. increase in existing noise levels?
b. Axposure Of people to severe noise -level's?:
7.
8.

5.

Licht and Glare. Will the proposal produce new light or Oars?
Land use. will the proposal result in a substantial alteration of the
'present or planned use of an area?

XX

Natu'ral.ResOurces. Will the proposal resUlt in:.

a. Increase in the rate of use of any natural resources?

•■•■

b. Substantial depletion of any nonrenewable natural resource?'
10.

11.

^

Population. will the proposal alter the location, distribution, density, or

growtn rate of the human population of an area?

'

will the proposal affect existing housing, or creates demand for
aocitional housing?

12.

housincr.

13.

Transportation/Circulation. Will the proposal result in:

.

Generation of substantial additional vehicular movement?

b. Effects on existing parting facilities, or demand for new parking?
c. Subitantial impact upon existing transportation systems?
d. Alterations to present patterns of:ciroulation or movement of people
and/or goods?
Alterations to waterborne, rail or air traffic?
f. Increase in traffic hazards to motor vehicles,liicyclists or Pedestrians?
14.

Public Services. Will the proposal have an effect upon, or result in a need for

new or altered governmental services
a.

Fire protection?

b. Polite

protection?

c. Schools?

in

any of the following areas:

••■

01■00.1M

Risk of Upset. Does the proposal involve a risk e'en explosion or the
release of nazsraous suostances (including, but not limited to, oil,
pestdes, theMicals or radiation) in the event of an accident or

upset conditions?

.1•■•

XX
Mr•=1■•■

Yes
d.

Parks or other recreational facilities?

e.

Maintenance of OUblic_facilities, including roads? :

_tyke
ii

XX

2i21

f. Other governmental services?

XX

15. Energy; bill the proposal result in:
a.

Use of suostantial amounts of fuel or energy?

b.

Substantial increase in demand upon existing sources of energy, or
require the development of new sources of energy?
WM/WPM

16. Utilities. Will the proposal result Ins need for new systems, or substantial
a terations to the following utilities:
a.

Power or natural gas?

b.

Communications systems?

C.

Water?

d.

Sewer or septic tanks?

e.

Storm water drainage?

f.

Solid waste and disposal?

0■•••■■

■■•■1...

••■••■■

17. Human Health. Will the proposal result in:
a. Creation of any health hazard Or potential health hazard (excluding
mental health)?
D. Exposure of people to potential health hazards?
lb. Aesthetics. Will the proposal result in the obstruction of any scenic
vista or view open to.the public, or will the proposal result in 1ft
creation of an aesthetically offensive site open to public view?
-

19.

Recreation. will the proposal-result it an impact upon the quality
or quantity of existing recreational opportunities?

20.

Archeolooical./Historical. Will the proposal result in an alteration
of 4 significant archeological or historical site, structure, object.
or building?

21.

Mandatory Findings oflionificance.

XX .

a. Dots the project have the potential to degrade the quality of '
• the environment, substantially reduce the habitat of a fish
• or wildlife species, Cause a fish or wildlife population to
drop below self sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a
plant or animal community, reduce the number or restrict
the range of a rare or endangered plant or animal or eliminate
Important examples of the major periods of California history
or prehistory?.
b.

c.

XX

Does the project have the potential to achieve short-term, to
the disadvantage of long-term, environmental goals? (A shortterm impact on the environment is one which occur' in a
relatively. brief,Aefinitive period of time while long-term impacts
Will endure well into the future,)

XX

Does the project have impacts which are individually limited, but
cumulatively considerable? (A project may impact on two or more
separate resources where the impact on each resource is relatively
small. Out where the effect of the total of those impacts on the
environment is significant.

A. Does the project have environmental effects which will cause
substantial adverse effects on human beings, either directly
or
indirectly?

.11■=1■1.

-

xx

XX

In

,

•
• •
DiscussAN QF ENV:RONK:CAL - EVALUATION (any "yes* . or maybe
answers must be explained T- attached
addi ti anal . meta tf necessary)

lb. Approximately half an acre of land will be paved for parking
for 75 cars.
. lc.; Most of''the 25 acres of land will be graded to produce, the
typical golf course layout With mounds and sand traps.
3b. LandScaping of the golf course will increase the absorption
rate of the area because of increased organic matter and
irrigation. The parking'lot Will decrease absorption rates
due to pavement. Drainage patterns will be riiodified

by

site

grading.
'13b.' The golf Course. expansion will increase the demand for parking II
but, the perking lot will satisfy 'that need and reduce the
current demands on the existing parking lot.
14d. This projeot.will increase recreational potential for golf
. in the 1OCal Community.
19. . This project will increase recreational potential for golf in
the lodal community and relieve stress from the over use of
the existing golf, course.

• IV. Mlifgetian measures proposed to minte environmental impacts for the project as identified above.
(Explain in detail - if none, so state/

11

lb. - DevelopMent of this site will help alleviate current drainage
problems on the site.
ic Grading Changes will be minor and will improve conditions on
the site by allowing better, access for. weed control and
maintenance ,of the site.
3b, UndergroUnd drainage systems will be installed to collect,
runoff fro0 the parking Surface and from the golf course as
necessary. The change of absorption rate will be minor.
14d.'This.projeCt helps tO alleviate the existing shortage of
recreational facilities in the commUnitv.
19. This project helps to alleviate the existing shortage of
recreatiOnalfacilities in the comMunity.
11

V.

Alternativet tO the project which would produce less of an adverse impact on the environment
(lower denstty. less intense land use, move building on site, no project, et cetera)

This land is airport clear zone, no other use can be made of
the site. The only other alternative is no project.

VI.

DETER4INATION
On

h basis of this initial Study:

.
. •
[04
t7I find the proposed project COULD NOT have a significant effect on the
•

t j

environment, and a

NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be prepared. ,

I.find that although the.prnpoted project could have a significant effect on the environment, there will not'be a significant effect in this case because the mitigation measures
described in IV above have been added to the project or the possibility of a significant
effect on the environment is so remote as to be insignificant.

[ ] I find the proposed project MAY have a significant effect on the environment, and an
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT IS REQUIRED.

Date

ATTACHMENT A
INITIAL STUDY
BING MALONEY EXECUTIVE GOLF COURSE
It contains: 1) a detailed
This attachment accompanies the Initial Study.
proposed project and project site description; 2) an assessment of the
compatibility of the project with existing Zoning and Plans; 3) explanations
for decisions made as to the significance of potential impacts, and 4)
mitigation measures which can be used to offset impacts.
The portion of this attachment devoted to environmental impacts contains
additional descriptive information about the environmental setting where such
additional information aids in explaining the basis for the impact assessment. Wherever a potential impact of any type requiring consideration in the
Initial Study Form could result from the development of the project, it is ,
discussed. Where no potential impact is possible, a short statement to that
effect is provided.
This attachment contains information which is provided in the Initial Study
and duplicates that study to a limited extent. However, it is not intended •to
stand alone and should be used as a supporting document to the Initial Study.

TITLE AND DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT
The project is called the "Bing Maloney Golf Course Expansion", The project
is an expansion of the existing facilities at Bing Maloney Golf Course in the
Airport Meadowview Community of South .Sacramento.
The project site is
approximately 25 acres of vacant land between the existing course
the south
and the Sacramento Executive Airport to . the north. The western or rear'
property lines of the lots fronting onto the west side of Golf View Drive mark
the eastern project site boundary. Freeport Boulevard is the nearest street
to the west of the site.. Figure I shows the regional location'; Figure 2 shows
the site location and boundaries; the boundary on the north and northwest
portion of the project site marks the exact boundary between the project site
and adjacent airportproperty.
The applicant's expansion objectives. include:
1) a. nine-hole, .1445-yard
Executive Golf Course and a small practice putting green, 2) a: new parking lot
with 87 spaces, 3) removal of asphalt from.and landscaping of several hundred
square feet on the north side of the existing clubhouse, 4) establishment of
an outdoor eating area with six tables - adjacent tothe'existing clubhouse, and
5) relocation of access to the maintenance: area on the existing course. The
new course and parking lot would be located across a local drainage canal from
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PROJECT SITE BOUNDARIES

4

the existing facilities and ,access to the new course and parking lot would
require both vehicle and golfer crossings. The golf course would be landscaped . with evergreen and deciduous trees. These features are shawn in Figure
3, which shows. the Preliminary Master Plan. A six-fence topped with razor
ribbon or barbed wire between the golf course and airport property, would be
required by project development for safety and security reasons and should be
considered an element of the project.

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
The site is a near-level area' that currently supports a mixture of annual and
, perennial grasses and forbs. The southeast corner supports a small marshy
area; this marshy area abutsa drainage canal that marks the southern site
boundary. The canal is a trapezoidal earth channel approximately 40 feet wide
top. of bank to top of bank and five feet deep. The canal is lined with
cattail bulrush, and other etnergent aquatic plant species.
The.site receives no current use but has been mowed regularly. Soil excavated
as part of the airport's runwaY maintenance program has been placed in the
southeast corner of the site at the margin of the marshy area.. Additional
material has been piled at one location to form a low mound approximately 40
feet long and eight feet high.[
A drainage ditch crosses the site from north to south, carrying surface water
runoff from portions of the airport. This channel is 18 feet wide and
increases in depth from two to four feet north to south.
The site is situated immediately adjacent to the Sacramento Executive Airport. Sacramento Executive Airport is the primary general aviation airport
serving the Sacramento Valley. Annual operations (numbers of take-offs and
landings) range from 230,320, the number, that occurred in 1979, to 142,223,
the number that occurred in 1985. The project site is located ta the east of
the approach ('clear) zone of runway 2 but extends partially into the clear
zone and remaining portion.ofjhe approach zones of runway 34.
The project site also shares a boundary with the lots along the west side of
Golf View Drive between Monifeith Street and 53rd Avenue. These residences
are separated from the project site by backyard fences of approximately six
feet in height.
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RELATIONSHIP OF PROJECT SITE TO CLEAR ZONE
AND APPROACH ZONE AZ-2 FOR RUNWAY 34
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lsa
COMPATIBILITY WITH EXISTING ZONING AND PLANS
„.
• •
The project' site is Zoned R-I; Si'hgl'e-family residential. According to the
City- Zoning . Ordinance (revised, ',1985), areas -zoned _R-1 should be "clearly
defined and
encroaching uses not performing a neighborhood function":
R-1 :zoning , is 'applied to airports and park areas; therefore, the 'proposed
project , v4buld be a comOatible land'use (Dee, personal communication).
•
The project site is also within . the Executive Airport Overlay Zones._ Properties within such zones are
subject to. the requirements and restrictions set
,
forth ip'Sectioh'30 of. the Zoning Ordinance. '
.
.
The plans that must be reviewed to assess compatibility include: 1) The City
of Sacramento General Plan, '2) the ExeCtitive Airport Master Plan, 3) the
Executive Airport Comprehensive Land Use Plan (CLUP), and 4) the Airport-MeadowvieW ComOunit'y Plan. '

.

-

City of Sacramento General Plan. Elements of the General Plan (approved in
1974) that apply to the project include the LandUse, Open Space, and Noise
Elements. The Master Pan for Park Facilities and Recreation Services, a
separate document pi- Oared by the Department of Parks and Community Services
(approved in 1984),.also appliet to - the Ooject.
The project site occupies an area designated as a "major recreation Or open
space area" on the General Plan land use map. The current use and proposed
project are, therefore, both' compatible with the General Plan, land use
designation One 'goal of the Land Use Element is the use of "open space
resources in such a way as to provide active and passive recreation areas that
benefit the City's'residents...". '
The Noise Element establishes land use Compatibility and sensitivity standards. For a golf course, a satisfactory noise level (no special requirements)
would be 65-70 dB Ld n . This level would be important in terms of,airpOrt-related noise. Current and projected noise levels are discussed in section 6,
Noise, of this attachment. '
The Open Space Element contains_ a section covering the use of open space for
public health and safety, and a. goal of establishing "a protective open space
buffer on the periphery of public or private facilities haying potentially
undesirable' qualities". Buffers around air -ports' are not identified •as
examples of protective open space buffers and airports are not characterized
as having "undesirable qualities". However, Executive Airport is a public .
facility the periphery of which' IS, with increasing proximity to runways,
subject to the.halards:Of accidents involving aircraft. '

The General 'Safety Element provides no additional guidance
the issue of
.airport-related safety. The Public Facilities and Services. Element covers
recreational facilities and services, but applies primarily to those facilities operated by the Parks and Recreation Divisions of the Department of Parks
and Community Services. Golf and golf support facilities are operated by the
Golf Division and the Element provides little relevant policy- or goal-related
information.
•
The 1984. Park Facilities and Recreation Services Master Plan provides no
.substantive -policy information regarding "Bing Maloney Golf Course and the
proposed expansion. The Master Plan focuses on the needs of the' Parks and
Recreation ,Divisions, but matters relating to the expansion of Bing Maloney
Golf Course Are the primary responsibility of the Golf Division.
1

Executive Airport Master Plan. Chapter VI of the Airport Master Plan establishes restrictions on off-airport land use through a combination of "imaginary surfaces" or zones surrounding the airport
Boundaries and height limitations on natural and man-made structures in these zones are defined in
accordance with'Federal_Aviation Regulation (FAR), Part 77, "Objects Affecting
Navigable AirSpace".
Zone 1, the Airport Height Restriction Zone, is the ,
least restrictive zone in terms of height of structures and types of land
use
The proposed project would meet restrictions and requirements placed
upon land uses in this zone.
'
1.
This Airport Height Restriction Zone contains a . more restrictive zone called
Zone 2.
Zone 2 includes Airport Safety, .Zones (the approach zones, within
which the sections Closest to the ends of the runways are called the clear
zones). Safety Area 1, which is the clear zone, is most restrictive. For
runway 34, the trapezoidal clear zone begins at the ground surface at a
relocated threshold 90 feet north from the physical end of the runway and
extends 1000 feet at a slope of 20:1 to an elevation of.50 feet above ground
level. At the threshold the clear zone is 500 feet wide; at the opposite end
it is 700 feet wide. The limits of the clear zone is shown in relation to the
proposed golf course expansion in Figure 3. The ALUC considers permanent
structures an incompatible land use in the clear zone.
Transitional surfaces at the edge of the approach zone rise at a slope of
7:1. -No penetrations of these surfaces are allowed. The proposed project
contains no structures that would penetrate the approach slope over the clear
zone.
A fence betweeni the golf course and airport property would be a requirement of
the project because of safety, vandalism, and access concerns' Of the Executive
•

Airport. This fence would have to be constructed aroUnd the perimeter of the
clear zone to be in compliance with FAA regulations, or, if a variance was
granted for the fence, through a portion of the clear zone and around the
perimeter of the Runway Safety Area The Runway Safety Area is defined by the
Federal Aviation Administration and is a 240-foot-wide zone centered within
and extending the full length of the clear zone, According to FAA Guidance
Paper PL.-1, this safety area should be free of 'structures, stationary
vehicles, large trees, and features which would adversely affect aircraft
operations. A fence located in the clear zone is.considered an obstruction
and would require a variance from the FAA per Federal Aviation Regulations.
The proposed project does not conform with the current approved Airport Layout.
Plan', a part of the Executive Airport Master Plan which represents in map form
the total airport land area covered by the Master Plan. The Airport Layout
Plan does not designate the proposed project site for future golf course use,
and would have to be revised to reflect this land use designation in order for
the project to be consistent. Revision of the Layout Plan would require
approval of the Sacramento City Council and County Board of Supervisors. The
process to revise the Airport Layout - Plan to make golf course expansion
consistent shOuld be initiated by the City Department of Parks and Community
Services (Davies, personal communication; Kozub, personal communication;
McLaughlin, personal 'communication).
Executive Airport Comprehensive Land Use Plan. In March 1979, the Sacramento
City Council approved the Executive Airport Master Plan exclusive of the
off-airport land use element contained in Chapters VI and VIII. The Airport
Land Use Committee (ALUC) used the Master Plan to prepare the Executive
Airport Comprehensive Land Use Plan, Which replaces Chapters VI and VIII in
the Master Plan -. In April _1982, the ALUC adopted the Comprehensive Land Use
Plan and in November 1982, the City Council also adopted the Comprehensive
Land Use Plan. '
The Comprehensive Land Use Plan (CLUP) for Sacramento Executive Airport.shows
established land use compatibility guidelines for property around Executive
Airport within the approach zones and the overflight zone. Approximately 9.9
acres of the project site is situated within the AZ-1 approach (clear) zone at
the end of secondary runway 34. An additional 2.5 acres is situated within
the AZ-2 Approach Zone., Land use compatibility guidelines provided in the
CLUP indicate that, within these two zones, "no building, structures, aboveground transmission lines, or storage of flammable or explosive material above
ground" are permitted. Within the AZ-1 approach zone, no uses resulting in a
gathering of more than 10 persons per acre (ppa) at any time are permitted;
within the AZ-2 approach zone a limit of 50 ppa is set. Also, lot coverage
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cannot- exCeed 2Q Percent and structures cannot exceed 25 feet in height.
'
AZ-2 zone.

the

The project would include no building Or structure, transmission line, or
storage facility within the clear zone, but would create a parking area for
vehicles that, with rare exception, would contain gasoline tanks. Holes 7, 8,
and a'pOrtion of hole 6 would be within the clear zone, along with fa temporary
6-foot fence proposed to be replaced with thorny evergreen shrubs as a barrier between the expansion area and the runway .safety area and clear zone (see
Figure 3).
The golf _course would draw people into the AZ-1 and AZ-2 zones. Assuming no
spectator gallery, population density in the AZ-1 zone under heavy use conditions" in the AZ-1 zone would be approximately 3 people per acre (ppa);
population density in the AZ-2 zone would be less than 1 ppa. These estimates
assume two foursomes at each tee (one playing, one waiting), one on each
fairway, and one on each green within the approach zone. Therefore, the
project would create no use that would concentrate people at non-permitted
den-sities. (Additional discussion of population density under conditions of
tournament play follow in section 17, Human Health).
The CLUP also provides population density guidelines for eating and drinking
places, which would include facilities such as the existing clubhouse and the
proposed eating. area The additional eating area would offer seating for
approximately 25-30 people but no population density limits are placed on such
uses outside the approach zone.
I
Parking; lots are also considered to be compatible facilities 1 within all
approach zones and the overflight zone. Within the clear zone a limit is
placed on parking facility design via the requirement that population density
cannot exceed 10 ppa, but no such limit is placed on parking facilities
outside the clear zone. The,CLUP also shows the existing 65 dB Ld n noise contour. It does not include
the project site The consequence of the location of the project site outside
this contour is that the project would not expose citizens to unacceptable
noise levels and no special requirements would be necessary to mitigate
noise-related impacts (see reference in discussion of the .General Plan Noise
Element above). The CLUP also specifies that it is unlawful and 'illegal for
aircraft producing take-off noise at levels of 80 dB Ld n ; therefore, no
exposure to such noise levels would result.

Airdort-Meadowview Community Plan. The land use plan adopted in 1984 as part
of the Airport-Meadowview Community Plan designates the project site as
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designation is s'imilar'but nbt identical 'to. the General
"existing park.:
Plan land use designation of the site as "major recreation or open space"
-:The . Executive Airport
Furthermore; the project site is not an existing park
CLUP is recognized as a guide for land use decisions and restates CLUP
language regarding exposure of citizens to airport-related safety hazards and
concentrations of people within the clear zone and approach zones. , It states
that any property within an overlay zone designation (AZ-1 and AZ-2 in the
case of the:project site) is .subject _to the requirements , ofthe Overlay Zoning
'•
.
Ordinance (Section 30) - of . the Cityzoning code:
The proposed golf course Would;''however, .be .compatible with the land use.
designation of existing park once it has been constructed. It' also 'meets the
population density restrictions specified in the CLUP and Section 30 of the
zoning code.

ENVIRONMENTAL ,IMPACTS;
1.

Earth'..

-

•'

t

S.

S

'

(a,d) The'propOsed project wouldrnot be'constructed' in an area of unstable
earth conditions, change any geologic, 'substructure, or .cover or modify any
unique geologic or physical features.
(b,c)
Development would involve limited disruption, displacement, and
overcovering of the soil. The site would be .graded and recontoured so that
drainage is,directed to the existing drainage canal along the southern site
boundary. This impact would not be significant.
(d) The proposed parking area and pedestrian access to the new course would
require three crossings over the existing drainage, channel, a golfer's
crossing near the clubhouse and two'20-foot.driveways approximately 450 feet
west _of, the clubhouse. Impacts 'related •'to these activities Would not be
significant, but erosion control efforts should beundertaken to ensure that
construction operations do not cause unnecessary bank disruption between the
access paints and 'that the addition of sediment'to'-'the drainage canal is
_
•
' , =
'
•
Previous airport maintenance operations have resulting in the excavation of
material -2nd disposal.' on. the; project' site. — Because of the' clayey 'nature 'of
the material; import of a'minor amount of soil may be necessary to create
adequate surface drainage conditions. If such material had to be imported,
the impact would not be ;significant. .
•

'
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(e,f,g) The project would not increase, soil erosion'on-or Off-sit, affect
erosional or depositional 'processes in any water body, or expose People or
property to geologic hazards such as earthquakes, landslides; mudslides; or
ground failure.'
The following measures are Proposed to mitigate potential project impacts:

An erosion ',Control plan should be submitted to the City Public Works
Department containing provisions for preventing erosion and sediment introduction into the drainage channels on-site and at the southern site boundary and
for minimizing •bank disturbance during construction of the .parking i lot and
crossings to the parking Tot and golf course.':
2. Air
(a) Automobile use and aviation create the major air emissions in the project
site area _Additional vehicle traffic estimated at 65-80 cars per day
generated by the project would cause a small increase in cumulative air
emissions in the area, but would not cause air quality standards to be
exceeded. • No significant impact on or deterioration to ambient air quality
would result from development of the project. '
(b,c) The project would create no 'objectionable odor or alter. local or
. regional climate:
•
No 'measures are necessary or are proposed to mitigate potential Project
impacts.
3. Water
The project site is currently dry annual grassland that has been graded and
plowed, with a 'small marshy area in the southeast corner. A drainage canal
separates; the existing course from the proposed expansion to the north,
carrying runoff from the residential areas to the east and south. Ponding of
storm water on the existing golf course occurs four to five days a year
(Feliciano, personal communication) and excess water is pumped from low areas'
to off-site drainage channels which flow west from the course under Freeport
Boulevard, to the Sacramento Main Drainage Channel and eventually to the
Sacramento River. Other than during heavy rain storms, the course drains
well.

ta,c,d,fY The project would not change the .currents' in or direction Of.marine
or fresh wafers', alter the course or flow of flood waters, change the amount•
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of water in an existing water body, - or alterthe direction or rate: f flow of '
ground water.
(b) Development of the new course would change the rate and amount of surface
runoff on the project site The change would be due to course irrigation and
modifications to the existing patterns of surface water runoff. Runoff would
drain into the existing drainage canal at the southern project site boundary
or be directed to the Marshy area The exiting tributary drainage channel
carrying water from north of the taxiway on the adjacent airport to the canal
at the southern site. boundary . would be retained.. The changes in surface water
runoff patterns .would not be significant and would not affect flooding on- or
off-site because applied irrigation waters would be greatest in the summer
when flooding is not a problem.
(g) Use of pumped groundwater to irrigate the course would increase infiltration and percolation ih an area that is presently not irrigated, but irrigation of an entirely pervious area would amount to the direct recycling of
withdrawn water.'
Therefore, the impacts of the project on absorption rates,
drainage patterns, and the amount of surface water runoff 'would not be
significAnt.
.!
(h) Irrigation water used to supply the golf course would be obtained from an
existing or a new well
According to the City's Public Works Utility Planning,
Department (Behrens, personal communication), a flow of 200 gallons per minute
would be sufficient to irrigate the proposed expansion area, based on water
use for a similar golf course at Gaitia Bend Park. Groundwater is plentiful
in the site area and a 10-inch well 100 feet deep would be sufficient to
provide necessary flows, according to estimates from Al Hendrickson (Public
Works Utility: - Planning).
Withdrawals would not significantly affect
groundwater supply.
No measures, are necessary or are propOsed to mitigate potential project
impacts.
4. Plant Life
The upland area of the site supports a mixture of plant species typically
found in disturbed areas (tarWeed, yellow star thistle, dock, turkey mullein,
mustards, -and ,annual grasses and forbs). The drainage ditches and the small
marshy area support a number of plant species characteristic of similar
water-related habitats in the area (cattails, bulrush, panicled willow herb,
dock, elephant sedge, dallisgrass, swamp smartweed, and pale smartweed). The
marshy area also contains an escaped rose and a few valley oak saplings line
the. banks of the drainage Canal at the' south margin of •the site area.

:•:
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Existing site conditions, field observations, and a,review of records at the
California Natural Diversity Data Base suggest that no species listed as rare
or endangered
. by the State or endangered or threatened by the Federal government are likely to occur on site.
(a,c) The project would; 1) change the species on site by eliminating much of
the vegetation now present and introducing other species, 2) remove, limited
vegetation along the drainage canal at the southern site boundary to create
vehicle and golfer crossings, 3) eliminate the small drainage channel that
crosses the site, 4) alter surface drainage patterns, 51 encroach upon the
northern margin of the marshy area in the southeast, corner of the project •
site, and 6) result in new landscape treatment adjacent to the existing _
clubhouse.
None of these impacts would be significantly adverse. Alteration of the
surface drainage' patterns could reduce the amount of surface water runoff to
the marshy area but this reduction would be partially mitigated by golf course
irrigation. The impacts of drainage alterations could be avoided to reduce
the impacts of the project upon the marshy area. Evergreen shrubs would be
planted beneath the transitional surface of the approach zone but these shrubs
would be short ornamental plants (Achando, personal communication).
(b) The project would have no impact on plant species designated as rare,
endangered, or threatened by the State or federal government.
The following measures are proposed to mitigate potential project impacts: .
.

1.
Grading and mounding along the 8th and 8th -fairways should be
designed to direct surface water from that area toward the southeast corner of
the site.; —
2.
The valley oak saplings along the main drainage canal. should be
preserved.
5.

Animal Life

Small mammals and birds use the drainage canals, the marsh, and the drier
upland area Black-tailed jackrabbits, pheasant, meadowlark, kildeer, scrub
jay, red-winged and Brewer's blackbirds, and dogs from the neighboring
residential area were observed on site during the field reconnaissance. A
large (unidentified) hawk was also observed at •a distance on the airport
property.
The drainage canals on site do not provide fish habitat.'
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Based on existing site conditions, field observations, and a review of records
at the California Natural Diversity Data Base, no animal species designated as
rare or endangered by the State or endangered or threatened by the Federal
governmentis,known to occur or is likely to occur on the project site
(a,c,d) The existing upland habitat would be eliminated but the project would
have'no . significant adverse impacts on animal life on the project site. Birds
of prey, jackrabbits, and other species that use the site now would be
replaced by a community of species adapted to the conditions created on the
golf course.' The types of species found on site would change but the impact
would not be significant.
(b) The project would have no impact on rare endangered, or threatened bird
or mammal species.
'
No measures are necessary or are proposed to mitigate Potential project
impacts
6. Noise .
(a,b) The project would increase noise produced on site but the impact of
noise created by golfers would be insignificant. The Land Use Compatibility
Chart for Community Noise presented in the General Plan (page 9-14) indicates
that-noise levels of less than 65 dB Ld n are satisfactory for
•
golf courses and
that, at that level or lower, noise creates no unacceptable conditions and
necessitates no special requirements or controls to mitigate impacts. Noise
levels due to operations at Executive Airport are projected to be less than 65
dB Ld n at the northern project site boundary. Therefore, the project would
not have a. significant noise-related impact.
No measures are necessary or are proposed to mitigate potential project
impacts.
7. Light and _Glare
The project includes no structures that would produce new light or glare and
includes no plans for night play. The additional outside eating area would be
used during daylight hours and would require no additional lighting. The
Preliminary Master Plan includes no provision for lighting the parking lot
(AchandoLpersonal communication).
Windshields of vehicles parked in the proposed 87-car parking area could
produce glare, particularly , in the 'early morning and evening hours on sunny

days. However, glare, from vehicles :in the existing parking lot causes no
problems and the glare from _additional vehicles in the proposed parking lot
would not be ,a Problem (Koukol, personal_ communication; Pfeiffer, personal
communication; Athes, personal communication; McBride, personal communica ..tion). . Runway 2, west of the proposed parking lot, is used primarily for
instrument approaches made •on overcast days when sun and glare are not
problems. Glare produced by vehicles in the proposed parking- lot would,
therefore, not have a significant adverse impact on air navigation Safety.
New surfaces in the expanded eating facilities could be - a minor source of
glare depending upon architecture and type of materials used Existing trees
and proposed plantings would provide some screening and the new facility would
1
not have an adverse impact upon air navigation safety.
The following measures are proposed to mitigate potential project impacts:
1. Any lighting provided in the parking area should be non-glare
lighting with shields to direct light directly downward.
2. The outdoor eating area and tables, etc should be constructed .
materials that do not reflect light and produce glare.
8..

Land _Use,

The existing_ golf course, the Executive Airport, and residential neighborhoods'
are the major land uses in the area The Site itself is designated as "major
recreational area or open space" in the Land Use Element of the General Plan
and as "existing park" in the Airport-Meadowview Community Plan. The Bing
Maloney course occupies approximately 120 acres directly south of the project
site The addition of approximately 30 acres to this course would not create
a significant environmental impact on adjacent land uses, except for the
airport. Development of the project would remove a portion of the remaining
undeveloped land in the southern quadrant of the airport, introduce new
opportunities for vandalism, and create a potential hazard from stray golf
balls. Impacts on airport operations are discussed in more detail in section '
17, Human Health.
The following policy issue could be considered to reduce the impacts
the proposed change in land use
1:
the City
for dirt
a policy

The property proposed for golf course expansion could be defined by
as airport property and could be continued to be maintained and used
disposal by the Department of Airports. This mitigation measure is
issue to be decided by the City rather than a measure that could be
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added to the project to reduce the impacts of golf course expansion. Adoption
of this :measure would most likely preclude development of the project, and
should be seen as an alternative to the project.
9. Natural Resources
(a,b) The project would increaie the amount of groundwater withdrawn for
purposes of golf course irrigation but the effect of the increase would not be
significant and the additional withdrawal would not substantially deplete
groundwater supplies in the area The project would require no significant
use of other natural resources. Therefore, the project would have no significant impact.
No measures are necessary or are proposed to mitigate potential project
impacts.
10. Risk of , Upset
The project does not involve any hazardous materials and will have no significant impact on emergency response or evacuation plans. 'However, the parking
lot would accomodate up to 87 additional cars, all of which would likely
contain a gasoline tank. In the event of a crash in the parking lot, an
explosion could,result from the ignition of gasoline from one or more automobile tanks.' Such an explosion could cause loss of life and damage to personal
property, but the risk or probability of such an accident would be extremely
low and construction of the proposed parking lot 'would not significantly
increase the risk of upset.
No measures are proposed to mitigate potential project impacts.
11. Population'
The project would have no impacts on the location, distribution, density, or
growth rate of the-human population in the area.
No measures are necessary or are proposed to mitigate potential .project
impacts.
12. Housing
The project.sitelS not residentially developed and contains no housing. It
would not create a : demand for additional housing.

.

r.
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No measures are necessary or are proposed to mitigate potential project
impacts.
13. Transportation/Circulation
Entry and exit for the existing and proposed courses is off. Freeport Boulevard at Belleau Street. This intersection does not have a signal. The most
recent traffic count (June, 1984) at this intersection showed a total volume
Peak hour rate, according to Dave Cullivan (personal
• of 15,100 vehicles.
• communication) of the City Traffic Department, would be approximately 1500
, cars per hour'.
(a,c,d,f) The increase in traffic due to the proposed expansion' would most
likely range from 60 to 80 cars per day, based on approximately 150 additional
players per day. The addition of this number of vehicles' would not constitute
a substantial increase in vehicular movement at the project entry or on
Freeport Boulevard. Due to the nature of the activity; no peak traffic
periods would be associated with the proposed golf course and the amount of
daily and peak-hour traffic generated would not create a significant impact on
existing facilities, level of service, or conditions of operation.
(b) The additional course will create a demand for additional parking. The
proposed 87-car parking lot would serve these additional players and also
provide extra spaces for the players on the existing course. This parking lot
would be on-site and no demand for parking off-site would be created.
No measures are necessary or are proposed to mitigate potential project
impacts.
14. Public Services
(a) The creation of an additional 33 acres of irrigated turf would reduce the
amount of live and dead, dry fuels on the project site. No existing facilities would be expanded and no new structural facilities that would be at risk
of damage by fire would be constructed. Additional use of the restaurant and
clubhouse or the outside eating area would not significantly increase the risk
of ignition or fire. The project itself would not significantly affect fire
protection requirements or create a need for new or altered service (Loheit,
personal communication).
Any City response to an crash-related emergency would be made by personnel and
equipment at either station 12 (4500 24th Street) or 16 (7363 24th Street).
The City Fire Department also has a mutual aid agreement with the County
Department of Airports Crash Fire Rescue Operations (Bromberg, personal
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communication) and the crash fire rescue vehicle at Executive Airport would
respond to • any crash-related emergency on the project site. Development of
the project would not increase the need for emergency services but would, in
the creation of a fence, potentially affect the response time from the airport
fire station. Therefore, a gate would be required at a location acceptable to
the Airport Fire Department (Bromberg, personal communication).
(b)
Existing' problems requiring police involvement at Bing Maloney Golf
Course all result from vandalism or malicious mischief, (burglary; theft;
damage to maintenance equipment, restroom facilities, tees and greens; breaks
in the chain link fence surrounding the course). Vandalism and malicious
mischief usually occur at night and police reports are typically filed the
following day when golf course staff come to work. Calls for police
assistance are extremely uncommon. The potential effects of the proposed
project on police services' are,' therefore, considered not to be significant
(Mihanovich, personal communication).
•
Impacts on airport operations related to changes in access to the airport
resulting from the construction of the golf course are discussed in section
17, Human Health, of this attachment.
(c,f) The project would not affect or make any additional demand for school
services or other governmental services,
(d) With the exception of a possible new well, no new public facilities would
be created that would require maintenance by other than golf course staff
although additional maintenance staff could be necessary.
(e) The project would not require a new entrance or a new light at Freeport
Boulevard -The increase in number of accidents at the golf course entrance off
Freeport Boulevard would be negligible.
Therefore, the project would not
significantly affect existing traffic-related police service requirements or
create' the need for new or altered service. No new roads or related facilities would be constructed. If new drainage facilities were constructed in
the drainage canal along the southern project site boundary, they would be
maintained by the City Public Works Department to their own standards. The
requirements for maintenance of new facilities would not be significant.
No measures are necessary or are proposed to mitigate potential project
impacts.
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15. Energy
The project would require incremental increases in energy use for 'construction, irrigation, and maintenance. These activities would not require
substantial amounts of energy and would not create a significant impact upon
existing sources.
No measures 'are necessary or are ,proposed to mitigate potential project
impacts:

16. UtilIties
(a) A new automatic irrigation system and a new well, if one is necessary,
would require a small amount of electrical power, supplied by Sacramento
Municipal Utility District, but the demand for this small . amount of additional .
electrical power would not be significant.
(b) Telephone communication systems in the existing clubhouse, .pro shop, and
maintenance facilities may or may not be sufficient to accomodate the addition
of nine holes to the existing facilities but the impact of any additions to
the existing communication system would be insignificant. '
(c) The project would require the irrigation of an additional 25 acres of
turfed ground and the extension of domestic water lines to serve drinking
fountains placed on the new course. Two wells are used to withdraw water from
local groundwater supplies stored in multiple strata of river sediment to
irrigate the existing 18-hole course (approximately 100 acres) at Bing Maloney
(Behrens, personal communication).
The additional Volume 'required to irrigate the 'proposed course' could be
supplied by developing another well capable of pumping 200 gallons per
minute. Existing ground water supplies in the area are adequate and the
additional pumping would have no significant impact on ground water levels
(Behrens, personal communication).
(d) The clubhouse, restaurant, and other facilities at the existing course
are all connected to the City's public sewer system. A six-inch line carries
waste east from the clubhouse, restaurant, and other facilities to a 12-inch
line at the intersection of 53rd Avenue and Hogan Drive. Sewage is conveyed
by public system to the Sacramento County Wastewater Treatment Plant near
Interstate Highway 5 'and Meadowview Road.
The existing sewer lines flow well within their design capacity and. the
additional sewage produced as a result of the project would have no signifi-.
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cant adverse impact upon existing' lines or treatment facilities (Behrens,
personal communication, Hendricksen, personal communication).
.
.
(e) The drainage 'canal, between the existing Bing Maloney course and the
project 'site possesses an inadequate grade. The Parks Department ,has discussed improvements with the Public Works Department but no improvements are
No new drainage facilities would be
shown on the Preliminary Master Plan.
required to accomodate the project.
(f) The City collects and disposes of solid waste on the existing facility.
The additional waste produced as a result of the project would have no impact
on extiting.services.
'
No measures are necessary or are proposed to mitigate potential project
impacts.
17. Human Health
(a) The project could potentially create several hazards to air navigation.
These could include: a) an increase in security problems and exposure of
airport facilities and equipment to vandalism, b) creation of an obstruction
in the clear zone created by a fence placed between the.golf- course and
Executive Airport property (for both safety and security reasons), and c) the
flight of golf balls within the clear zone (and safety zone) and into the path
of an approaching aircraft, or driven purposely onto airport property.
•

a. Vandalism Issues: Under existing conditions, the light standards in the
approach zone at the end of Runway 2 on Bing Maloney golf course have been
broken on -several occasions (Kozub, personal communication; Feliciano,
personal communication; 'Magness, personal communication) as a result of acts
of vandalism. Existing fences around the light standards themselves and
around the golf course have not prevented damage; fences and gates have been
breached on a number of occasions and at a number of locations.
Airport personnel (Kozub, personal communication; Magness, personal communication) believe that development of the project would increase problems with
vandalism and damage to on-airport facilities and equipment because course
construction would reduce the "open-space" buffer the site now offers. Of
particular concern would be the structure housing the instrument landing
system, immediately across the taxiway adjatent io the north project site
boundary. . This increased exposure would be an adverse impact resulting
indirectly from the reduction in the buffer on the south .side of the airport.
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Safety and security concerns-could be partially mitigated by construction., of
an adeqUate, security fence (a six-foot fence topped by razor ribbon) between
the existing golf course and the proposed expansion area This fence would
parallel the drainage ditch and would have gates at the golfers entrances and
vehicle crossings which would be locked at night to prevent access to the
. expansion area
'.
Any fence enclosing the expansion area would have to include at ,least two
gates to allow fire and rescue vehicles to enter from the east and west
(Magness, personal communication).

b. Obstructions in the Clear Zone
The Department of Parks and Community
Services Would have to construct a fence at the limit of its property in order
to maintain security (Kozub, personal communication). At the property line,
this fence 'could be a six-foot-high chain link fence topped by three strands
of barbed wireand still be low enough to be below the limit Of the 20:1 clear
zone. However, unless the fence was constructed around the perimeter of the
clear zone, it would require a variance —from the FAA. As Figure 3 shows, the
clear zone extends almost the full width of the-golf!course. According to FAA
regulations, no structures or obstructions whatsoever are to be constructed
withiR. the.., clear
zone.
'
•
According to the Sacramento County Department of Airports, certain types of
development have historically been approved within clear zone boundaries if
they do not result in large assemblages of persons, penetrations of the runway
approach slope, and if the project contributes to the airport fn some significant way and has no reasonable alternative. . •
Construction of the fence could place a low . obstacle within the clear zone
depending on where the fence is constructed.' At the airport property line,
the fence ',would be a hazard to planes which had to make short or aborted
landing's; The FAA could make a "Determination of Hazard to Air Navigation" in
its review,of'the applicant's FAA Form 7450-1 (submitted with the applicant's
final plans), which would detail the Project plans. The County would have to
request a variance to safety area restrictions. Depending upon the .character
of the FAA review, the FAA could impose a sanction upon the County which would .
affect FAA contributions to funding at all County-operated airport facilities.
Construction of a security fence would also require review by the FAA-Airway
Facility Sector Office for possible NAVAID signal distortion.
The bizard posed by the fence and the potential for sanctions would be adVerse
impacts that could be mitigated.
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The proposed site plan shows the fence crossing the -runway 'safety area
'approximately 350 feet south. of the property line of the airport, forming a
rectangular intrusion into the golf course between the 7th and 8th holes so
that portions of the runway safety area and clear zone are outside of the golf
'course expansion area. Plans call for a collapsible six-foot fence in this
location that would allow emergency vehicles access to the runway and clear
zone areas.
•
Thorny plants that would create a barrier to access would be planted along
this six-foot fence .where it crosses the clear zone (see Figure 3).
Pyrocantha, a thorny evergreen shrub, and mahonia (M. fremontii), an evergreen
shrub with thorns, would be suitable plants to use to create 4 barrier to
access in the clear zone. When the plants mature in approximately two years,
the collapsible fence would be removed, leaving the barrier hedge to prevent
access. The FAA would still consider a-hedge to be a "structure" in the clear
zone, but such i, barrier would create less of an obstacle for aircraft than a
chain link fence.,
Because the fence (and the planted hedge)-would be partially outside the clear'
zone, it would be a reduced hazard although it would still require a variance.
Because it would meetthe height restrictions for the clear zone, it would be
acceptable under FAA (Part 77), City Zoning Ordinance (Section 30), and
Airport Land Use Commission. (ALUC) (Comprehensive Land Use Plan, Part 3)
.
policies, restrictions, and/or regulations.

•

c.
Flight of Golf Balls in the Clear Zone: Airport officials (Roskelley,
personal communication, Kozub, personal communication; Magness, personal
communication) express concern about the problem of golf balls being driven
into the glide paths of Planes entering or leaving the airport, and about
unwanted balls being driven from the area of play. Often, balls are found on
airport property well outside the area that would expectedly contain . shots hit
inaccurately into out-of-play areas. Shots on the sixth, seventh, and eighth
holes could potentially penetrate the imaginary approach surface of Runway 34
and create a hazard to aviation. .Balls played to the left from the fourth tee'
could potentially enter airport property and strike and damage an aircraft on
the taxiway between runways 2 and 34. The hazard of a ball striking an
aircraft and breaking the windshield, as happened recently at the golf course
at Buchanan .Airfield in Concord, California (Roskelley, personal communication), would be a significant adverse impact which could not be mitigated. - As a result of the above problems,:the.project could create 'a significant
potential hazard to_air-navigation:
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Alignment - of the sixth, seventh, and eighth holes . so that golf balls are
directed away from oncoming aircraft partially mitigates this concern, as does
locating tees, greens and fairways away from the clear zone to the maximum
extent feasible.
;
(b) . The project would expose people to the potential hazard associated with
off-airport accidents involving flights into and out of Sacramento Executive
Airport, which borders the project site The project site is located east of
the clear zone (AZ-1) of primary runway 20L-2R. The clear zone of secondary
runway 16-34-includes approximately .9.9 acres of the site. Part of the 6th
fairway, the 6th green, and the 7th and 8th holes would be constructed 'within
this area .
In recognition of the risks of accidents in the vicinity of airports, the
Airport Land Use Commission has 'established use compatibility guidelines for
approach zones and .other "imaginary surfaces" surrounding the airport,
including the clear zone. Uses considered compatible in the clear zone
include golf courses if the population density within the clear zone is less
than 10 persons per acre'(ppa) at
• any one time.
An estimate of the maximum number of people within the 9.9'-acre area at any
one time (under non-tournament conditions) was based under the, assumptions .
that 1) foursomes were present on the 7th fairway, the 7th and 8th greens, .
and the 8th and 9th tees, and waiting at these two tees; and 2) two maintenance personnel were at work in the same area At the same time. This assumption yields a maximum total of 30 people over 9.9 acres, or l slightly over 3
ppa. This density is well . within established limits of 10 pow. Therefore, in
creating such use conditions, the project would be compatible with established
guidelines, the potential' risk is considered acceptable, and the potential
*pacts associated with the risk are considered insignificant.
The Maximum number of people that could be present within the 9.9-acre clear
zone and still yield a density of less than 10 ppa would be 98. Ifrthe number
of players and maintenance personnel Are assumed to remain at '30, then 68
additional persons could be present in the. clear 'zone area as part of a
spectator gallery without exceeding the established standard. If the spectators in a tournament,- such as a small local youth or senior citizens' tournament, were distributed uniformly across the entire nine-hole course, then a
gallery of approximately 225-230 people could be present. without exceeding the
10 Oa limit.,
The golf course, would Also introduce the potential for golf balls to be driven
into the adjacent residential area to the east of the project site. The risk
to human health (and the risk of damage to personal property) would be
greatest along Golf View. Drive in the southern half of the block between
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Monifeith Street and 53rd Avenue. Residents in the back yards of the homes
fronting. onto the west 'side of Golf View Drive would be exposed to the minor
hazard of golf balls occasionally driven out of play (to the left) from the
8th tee, However, this impact is not considered significant and could be
mitigated by the 'erection of a safety net along the property line. This
measure would, however, 'introduce a. new, and potentially unwanted structure
into the visual environments of people ,living in the adjacent residences.
The following measures are proposed to mitigate potential project impacts:
1. Where the required six-foot fence between the golf course and airport
property' crosses the clear zone, it should be. replaced with a planted hedge of
barrier plants (thorny evergreen shrubs such as Mahonia and pvrocantha) Within
two years' so that the fence is outside the runway safety area and Within as
little of the clear zone as possible.
2: Final project design should locate greens, tees, and fairways away
from the clear zone to the maximum extent feasible, and should align holes so
that the. direction of balls played is away from approaching aircraft.
3.. Tournament play should be allowed on. the course only, if no galleries,
are permitted.
: 4.
If a safety problem or complaints develop, a safety net should be
constructed along the east property line to prevent golf balls driven off the
course to the loft from entering the adjacent residential area. (No safety .
net would likely be required if golf' course features are relocated outside the
runway 34. clear zone.)
5. , Project design should include the installation of the following
security' and safety features:
a) 'A steel-grate "trash rack" Or - similar anti-personnel barrier should
•
be installed in the drainage ditch at- the western end of the
expansion area..
b)

Two gates should be included in the six-foot fence around the
perimeter of the expansion area to allow fire and rescue vehicle
access from the east and from the west.
• The six-foot security fence between the existing and proposed course
should include gates at the golfer's crossing and the parking lot
entrance which would be locked at night.
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18. Aesthetics
By creating an irrigatedand landscaped area in what is now, a dry, uncultivated field, the project would have a positive effect on views from public roads
and adjacent residential areas. If a safety net had to be erected between the
golf course and the fences of the-lots fronting onto the west side of Golf
-View Drive, the, presence of the net could be considered an adverse impact upon
residents' visual environments. The impacts of the net, should one be found
necessary, would not be significant.
No measures are necessary or are proposed to mitigate potential project '
impacts. ,

19. Recreation
According to a feasibility study prepared for the proposed expansion by
William Sherman Associates, the city of Sacramento's existing golf courses are
well used and a need exists for additional space to respond to pressures from
increasing -growth.. The project Would help meet the demand for new space; in
particular, the nine-hole course. would be appealing to seniors, young golfers,
and. other players who desire a shorter, less demanding course. Overall, the
impact on recreation would be positive.
No measur4es
impacts.

neCessary or are proposed to mitigate potential project
.

20. Cultural . Resources
The project site is in an area of low archaeological sensitivity. Archaeological or historical resources are generally not found in areas of relatively
low ground more than a mile from the Sacramento River. Because the project
site is located in such an area, the possibility that it contains significant
cultural resources is low. No field survey is recommended, according to
Marianne Russo, Assistant Coordinator of the North Central Information Center
at California State University, Sacramento. The project would have no
significant impact on cultural resources.
The following measure is proposed to mitigate potential project impacts:
1.
In the event that artifacts are encountered during construction,
further disturbance in the area should be halted and a qualified archaeologist
should be called upon to - assess the significance of the find and to develop an
appropriate mitigation program should one be considered necessary.
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CITY OF SACRAMENTO
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

ENGINEERING DIVISION

THOMAS M. FINLEY
Engineering Division Manager

May. 6, 1986

Office of Planning and Research
State Clearinghouse,Room 250
1400 10th Street'
Sacramento; CA 95814
ATTN: . Ms_ Peggy Osborne
RE: Bing Maloney Golt Course Expansion Negative Declaration
Dear Ma, Osborne: Enclosed are ten (10) copies of the Negative Declaration for the Bing
Maloney Golf Course Expansion. Please assign an SCH number to the project
and return to me notification of the assigned number.
Please return to me any comments by the reviewing agencies following the
thirty (30) day review period:*
If there are any questions regarding the project, please contact Me at
(916) 449-5524.
Very truly yours,

GARRETT D. CRISPELL
Administrative. Assistant
GDC:vr
GC520Ld5
Enclosures

CITY OF SACRAMENTO
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND COMMUNITY SERVICES

GOLF DIVISION

DALE ACHONDO
Golf Superintendent

May. 14, 1986

MEMORANDUM
TO:

IntereSted Persons...

FROM:.

Dale Achondo, Golf Superintendent

SUBJECT

Public Review ofthe Negative Declaration for Bing Maloney
iGolf Course Expansion-, 6801 Freeport Boulevard.

Attached for your review is the subject document which has been submittd
to the State Clearinghouse for a 30-day review period pursuant to Section
15205 (2) and (c) of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
Guidelines. The public review period ends June 13, 1986.
,

The City Planning Commission will consider the project proposal on
Thursday, July 3, 1986 at 5:30 p.m., in the Commission Hearing Room on the
first floor at 1231 I Street, SacraMento, California.
Please phone me at 449-5329 if you 'have any 'questions regarding this
matter:
DA:nol
Attachments

123I'T'SVTRFFT

BING MALONEY GOLF COURSE EXPANSION
6810 FREEPORT BLVD.
Officer. 4.,A. Barclay
POlicy Department
City 'of. Sacramento

CA Dept. of Fish & Game •
1416 - 9th Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Attn.: John Turner

11

nvironmental Council'
of Sacramento .
09 - 12th Street
acramento, CA 9,5814

Chief 'William Powell
Fire Department'
City' 'of Sacramento

U.S. Wildlife Services
2800 Cottage Way #1823
Sacramento, CA 95825
Attn: Jack Williams

1E

ffice of Ping. & Research
Clearinghouse Room 250
400 - 10th Street .
acramento, CA 95814 ttn: Peggy Osborne .

Sacramento Area Council
of Governments ,
P. 0:Atio*'808
Sacramento,' CA 95804
Attn: James, E. Williams

Sacramento Audubon Society
4633 Q Street
Sacramento, CA 95819
Attn: Alta Tura

alter J. Slipe
ity Manager
ity of Sacramento

..James:P. - jackSon
City Attorjley ,
Citypf . Sacramento

.
Sierra Club
1360 Perkins Way
Sacramento, CA, 95818 .
Attn.: Vickie Lee

County Dept. of Airports
968 Airport Blvd. ...
acramento, CA 95837
Attn: Larry Kozub

1

;

Mel Johnson
Ilepartment of Public Works
.
Nifty of Sacramento

I

LA Dept. of Transportation;
Aeronautics
20 N Street
cramento, CA 95814
Attn: Chief, Ping, & Prgmg„

1[

1

deral Aviation Admin.
irport District Office“
B rlingame, CA 94010 -

111

m Bloodgood.
affice Enginner
ity of Sacramento

II

Federal Aviation
IIClellan Rapoon
1139 - 22nd Street
Rio Linda, CA 95673'

AirPort Land:' Use Comm.
•
Sacramentoi EA 95814
• Aftn:::Peter.Hill

Sacramento Bee
P. 0. Box 15779
Sacramento, CA 95813
Attn: Jim Sanders

Sacramento County
Environmental Health Agency
3701A3ranCh -Canter Road
'.Sacramento, CA 95827

Sacramento Union
301 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, CA 95814
Attn: Rick Kushman

Orin Koukol
Comstock' Air Services
P. O. Box 22611
Sacramento, CA 95822
Edward Callaway
Executive Flyers,' Inc.
6151 FreepOrt Blvd:
Sacramento, CA 95822
FRA
Sacramento ExecUtive Tower
:Admn. Bldg., Executive Airport
'Sacramento, EA . 95822-3594
•

Planning & Development Dept.
Planning Division
Environmental Section

NOTICE OF OPPORTUNITY FOR PUBLIC REVIEW OF
INITIAL STUDY AND NEGATIVE DECLARATION FOR
'BING MALONEY GOLF COURSE EXPANSION

-

00/

Notice is hereby given that the City of Sacramento has conducted
an Initial Study and prepared a Negative Declaration for the Bing Maloney
Golf Course Expansion.
The proposed project would consist of construction of a nine-hole
golf course adjacent to the existing eighteen-hole Bing Maloney Golf Course.

Copies of the Initial Study and the Negative Declaration are
available for review at the City Engineer's office, Room 207, City Hall,
9th and I Streets, Sacramento, California.
In order for any public comments concerninuthe adequacy of said
Initial Study and Negative Declaration or other matters relating thereto,
to be considered, they must be submitted, in writing, to reach the City
Clerk's office, Room 203, City Hall; 9th and I Streets, Sacramento,
California 95814 no later than May 18, 1986.

Lorraine Magana
City Clerk

Publish Once:

May 8, 1986

Cost Center No..; 2158

One Advance Proof Requested

AFFIDAVIT
STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
Cotmtv of Sacramento,
Citvof Sacramento,

85.

of lawful age, being first duly sworn, upon h.......oath, says that ....he
is the Chief Clerk of The Sacramento Union Corporation, Publisher of the Sacramento Union, a daily nrwqpaper
of general circulation, printed and published in the City of Sacramento, County of Sacramento, State of
California.
That .a true copy of the attached printed matter (which is made a part of this affidavit) which is a
has been published in said paper, as follows, to-Witt

198A

before me this

day of

19

rk in and for the City of Sacramento, County
f Sacramento, State of California

-

"1

(
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‘LIF()RNIA;
Sarrartle,nto.

ramento.

of lawful -age. being.first duly sworn, upon h

oath

. .h,

the Chief Clerk of The Sacramento Union Corporation, Publisher of the Sacramento Lnion, a (lath in
.4 general circulation., printed and published in the City •of Sacramento, County of Sacramento. :-udtt

That a true copy of the attached printed matter (which is' made a part of ihis affidavit) which is a
•

hat, heen published' in said paper, as follows; to-wit:
June 23 1986

Subscribed ind su'orn to before me this... ..... day of
•

I9
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011'
1s

t!'

Deputy City Clerk in and for the City of Sacramento. Como ,
of Sacramento, State of California

•
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GIORGI OlUlailiJIAN. Governs

PLANNING. AND TY:;AARC:14
viol'
•
•
SACIAMMUCA 9sa14
June 6, 1986
OFfla OF
1411 TOON

Garrett Crispell
Sacramento 'City •
915 I Street; Room 300
Sacramento, CA._ 95814

SUbject:

Bing,Maloney Golf Course Expansion
SCH# 86050518

Dear Mr. Crispell:

The State Clearinghouse submitted the above named proposed Negative
Declaration to selected state agencies for review. The review period is
closed and the comments of the individual agency(ies) is(are) enclosed.
Also, on the enclosed Notice of Completion, the Clearinghouse has
checked which agencies have commented. Please review the Notice of
Completion to ensure that your comment package is complete. If the package
is not in order, please notify the State Clearinghouse immediately. tour
eight-digit State Clearinghouse, number should be used so that we may respond
promptly.
Please note that recent legislation
other public agency shall only make
are within the area of the agency's
which that agency must carry out or
1984.)

requires that a responsible agency or
substantive commenta on a project which
expertise or wtich relate to activities
approve. (AB 2583 Ch. 1514, Stets.

These comments are forwarded for:your use in adopting your Negative
Declaration. If you need more information or clarification, we suggest you
contact the commenting agency at your earliest convenience.
Please contact Peggy Osborn at 916/445-0613 if you have any questions
regarding the environmental review process.
Sincerely,

Jdmm B. Chant=
.
Chief Deputy. Director
.
Office gf Planning and Resesrch
cc: Resources Agency .
Enclosures

LIFoRNIA —BUSINESS. TRANSPORTATION AND HOUSING AGENCY

GEORGE DEUKMEJIAN, Governor

RTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
ON OF AERONAUTICS•
K STREET .4TH FLOOR
L: P.O. BOX 1499
CRAMENTO, CA 95807
181322-3090
HO TOO 323-7885

June 3, 1986

Mr. Garrett Crispell
Sacramento City Planning
915 I Street, Room 300Sacramento, CA 95814
City of Sacramento's Negative Declaration for Bing Maloney
Golf Course Expansion; SCH #86050518 (Vicinity of
Sacramento Executive Airport
Dear

Mr. Crisps11:

The Department of Transportation, Division of Aeronautics, has
reviewed the above-referenced document with respect to those areas
germane to its statutory'responsibilities. Those areas include the
impact of noise and safety from the airport on the project, the
project's impact on an airport itself, and the compatibility of
adjacent land uses in the vicinity of an airport. Said document
appears to address all of the issues of concern, to this Division,
and there are no additional comments to add at this time.
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this proposal.
Sincerely,
JACK D. KEMMERLY, Chief
Division of Aeronautics

Sandy He ard
Environmental Planner
cc: State Clearinghouse
Sagkam410049; County ALUC
Sacramento Executive Airport

el IA —BUSINESS. TRANSPORTAT

GEORGE DEUKMEJIAN, Gov•mor

NO HOUSING AGENCY

MENT OF TRANSPORTATION
NOFAERONAVTICS
STREET - ani FLOOR
P.O. BOX 1499 •
R,AMENTO. CA 95007
m 322-30ga
323-7055

nm

June 3, 1984'

Mr. Garrett Crispell
Sacramento City Planning
915 I Street,' Room 300
Sacramento, CA 95814.
City of Sacramento's Negit4 . Ve Declaration for Bing Maloney
'Golf Course Expansion; SCR #86050518 (Vicinity of
: SacramentO- - executive Airport
,

Dear Mr. Crispall:
The Department of Transportation, Division of Aeronautics, has
reviewed the above-referenced - doonment with respect to those areas
germane to its statutory responsibilities. Those areas include the
impact of noise and safety from the airport an the project, the
projecCs impact on an.airport.itself, and the compatibility of
adjacent land uses in the vicinity of an airport. Said document
appears to address all.of the issues of concern to this Division,
and there are no additional comments to add at this time.
Thant you for the opportunity to review and comment on this .proposal.
Sincerely

,

JACK D. KEMMERLY, Chief
Division of Aeronautics

JUN 0 5 1986
3tato clittnsholas
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Sandy Hesnard
Environmental Planner .
State Clearinghouse'.
Sacramento COunty ALUC
Sacramento Executive Airport

COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
DEPARTMENT OF AIRPORTS
6900 AIRPORT BOULEVARD
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95837
(916) 929-5411

DIRECTOR OF AIRPORTS
George W. McLaughlin

:June 10, 1986
•

CITY OF SACF?AMENr0
JUN

Mr; Bob Thomas
Planning Ec. COmmdnity Services
City of Sacramento
1231 J Street
Sacramento, CA, 95814

6 1986
DEPARNENT0
and commthVin' F
SENCE8

SUBJECT: PROPOSED EXPANSION. OF BING MALONEY GOLF COME
Dear Mr..ThomasT.
Attached for your information and files, please find copy of FAA airspace evaluation for subject project. The reference to the "lake
facility" is,..Of . tbUrse,..noilonger of concern since it has been removed ,
from the project proposal. iHowever., the overall FAA opposition to the
proposed project on grounds of inefficient use of the airspace .remains
'current,

LEK : sam
cc: Dale Achondo
Gary Keill

SACRAMENTO METRO

EXECUTIVE AIRPORT

FRANKLIN FIELD

PA‘ norandum
US Department
of Transportation
Federal Aviation
Administration

Submc,r

IW4 - 6 Uto

S F0-600

INFORMATION: Sacramento Executive Airport, Sacramento, CA;
owe
Notice of Proposed Construction or Alteration;
DEC 21 1985
Airspace Case No. 85-AWP-643-NRA
S

. _.•
F-0m - Manager, Airspace Branch, AWP-520

Rey to
AttrLof:

•
To

McOonald:FTS:984-1.657
(AWP-524:85-AWP-643-NR)

Manager, Airports District Office, SF0-600
iqW*
We have completed an airspace study of the propos'ed golf Course/lake
recreational facility adjacent.toSacramento Executive Airport (Case No.
85-AWP-643-NRA) and it has been determined that the proposal is unacceptable
from an airspace utilization standpoint and we object for the following
reasons:
1. Portions of the project are located within, the clear - zone for Sacramento
Executive; Runway 34, 'Because Of its potential to attract biros and its
contribution to the congregation of people within a runway clear zone, •
the recreational pdrpose'is not compatible with Federal Aviation
Administration guidelines/recommendations - contained in Advisory Circular
150/5300-4B, Chapter 5.

Ir

aos„ C. Foster

't.

4011111111b.

June 12, 1986
11C06
4
Sacramento Area
Council of Governments I
106 “K" Street. Suite 200
Sacramento. California 95814
1916) 441-5930
Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 808
Sacramento, California 95804

RE: BING MAHONEY GOLF COURSE EXPANSION ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW

Directors

Dear Mr. Spease:

FRED V. SCHEIDEGGER
(Chairman)
Vice Mayor, City of
Folsom

1

GEORGE DEVERAUX
(Vice Chairman)
Vice Chairman
Yuba County

,

HARRY CRABB. JR.
Councilman. City of
Roseville

I

I
1

GEORGE DeMARS
Vice Chairman
Yolo County
RONALD A. HAEDICKE
Councilman. City of
'
Marysville
LAWRENCE MARK
Councilman, City of
Yuba City

;

ROGER S. MOSIER
Vice Mayor. City of
Winters

; TOM PFEFFER
Chairman
Sutter County

11

in

LYNN ROBIE
Councilwoman. City of
Sacramento

Ill TED SHEEDY
Supervisor
•
Sacramento County
1

i

JAMES E. WILLIAMS
(Executive Director)

Members

City of LinclIn
City of Rocklin
City of Roseville
Sacramento County
City ofFolsom
City of Galt
City of Isleton
.
' City of Sacramento
Sutter County
City of Live Oak
ty
'of City
Yuba City
• Yolo County.
• City of Davis
City of Winters
City of Woodland
Yuba County
City of Marysville
'
2 „„—

i

I

Mr. David Spease
Landscape Architect
Department of Parks and Community Services
.City of Sacramento
1231 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

As staff for the Airport:Land Use Commission (ALUC), we
have reviewed the negative declaration, environmental checklist form, and initial study for the project referenced
above. Our review' was based on the Comprehensive Land Use
Plan (CLUP) for Executive Airport. (March 1982). The proposed project lies within the airport area of influence as
defined by the Executive Airport CLUP,:specifically the airport height restriction area, clear zone (AZ-1), approach
zone 2 (AZ-2) and overflight zone (0Z-4) (map enclosed).
Policies contained in the CLUP relating to the proposed project are as follows:
HEIGHT.: Height restrictions for the area conform
with established by Federal.: Aviation Regulation
Part 77 (FAR Part 77). Height restrictions at the
project site vary from 9 to 150 feet above the
runway elevation.
As shown on the most recent golf course expansion plan
provided to us (figure 3, Initial Study by LSA), it is likely that golf shots on the 6th, 7th, 8th and 9th tees and
fairways would reach their apexes within AZ-1 and AZ-2 and
would penetrate the height restriction surfaces established
by the CLUP. It should also be recognized that the potential would exist for the malicious driving of balls from the
golf course onto the airport and approaching or departing
aircraft. These situations would present a hazard to aircraft operation and should not be allowed.

SAFETY: Within AZ-1, golf courses are specifically
allowed by the CLUP with the restriction that there
are to be no buildings, structures, above ground
transmission lines, storage of flammable or explosive material above ground, and no uses resulting
in a gathering of more than 10 persons per acre at
any one time.
Within AZ-2, restrictions include no concentrations
of people greater than 50 persons an acre at any
one time, no structures over 25 feet, no lot coverage greater than 20 percent, and no above ground
storage of flammable or explosive material.

Mr. David Spease

-2-

June 12, 1986

The fence or hedge proposed to separate the golf course from airport property is not consistent with the CLUP AZ-1 safety policies restricting all
structures from the clear zone. This fence or hedge would have to be located
on the outer boundaries of AZ-1 in order to be consistent.
The 10 persons per acre limit within the clear zone would not likely be
exceeded by normal play on the proposed course. However, special events such
as tournaments, cross county track meets or equestrian events might easily
exceed the standard if not carefully planned and monitored.
It is unlikely that the AZ-2 safety restrictions of the CLUP would be
exceeded by the proposed golf course, OZ-4.
There are no land use or safety restrictions affecting the proposed golf
course use in the overflight zone.
In summary, our review indicates that the security fence or hedge and the
proposed placement of tees, greens and fairways in AZ-1 and AZ-2 are not consistent with the CLUP for Executive Airport. Because the proposed project is
not consistent with the Executive Airport CLUP, the City of Sacramento must
overrule the Airport Land Use Commission's finding of inconsistency before
approving the project. Article 3.5 of the Public Utility Code, Airport Land
Use Commission law, requires that such an overrule be made by a two-thirds vote
of the city council, after a public hearing, and requires a specific finding by
the council that the proposed action is consistent with the purposes of the
ALUC law.
If you have any questions about our comments, please do not hesitate to
call me at 441-5930.
Sincerely,

All
GARY L KEILL
Associate Planner ALUC Staff
GBK:bb

Figure 2

Sacramento Executive Airport
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EXHIBIT E

PEAISIBILITV ANALYSIS

Department of Parks and Community Services
Golf Division

BING MALONEY PAR 3 GOLF COURSE
Sacramento. California

FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS

Prepared By:
William Sherman Company
Golf Course Consultants G Appraisers
San Rafael. California

June 1986

BING MALONEY PAR 3 GOLF COURSE

FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS
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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

The accompanying feasibility report of the g-hole addition to the

Bing

Maloney Golf Course has been prepared by William Sherman Company. Golf
Course Consultants, as an adjunct to the feasibility study prepared for the
City of Sacramento Hansen Ranch Golf Course.
.

-

•
.41,4 ••.

Ali demographic data relating to general economic conditions of metropolitan
Sacramento may be used as background data for the

Bing Maloney analysis.

The report assumes that the additional nine holes will become an extension
of Bing Maloney Golf Course operations. No analysis has been prepared for
management alternatives nor for additional methods of financing golf
courses. (Appropriate financing methods were discussed in the original
Hansen Ranch study.)

The Bing Maloney Golf ,Course was the first post-World War 11 facility built
in metropolitan Sacramento. The course was financed from surplus operating
revenues that has been accummulated from earnings of the 10 hole Haggin Oaks
Golf Course.

•

The original 18-hole layout at Bing Maloney was designed by Golf Course
Architect BM Bell. Since its inception, Bing Maloney has been most
popular among Sacramento area golfers. Over the past four years, the 18
hole course at Bing Maloney has exceeded 100,000'round i per year, ,surpassIng
the number of players recorded at the 18 holeHaggin Oaks facility.

Play at the new proposed golf

not Interfere with, alter or

disturb the existing 18 hole course, nor should it have any adverse effect
on the total number of rounds played at the 18 hole Facility.

A copy of the Bing Maloney scorecard is on the following page. Indicating
that the golf course has a championship length at 6281 yards, played to a
• per 71. The new 9-hole addition will measure 1370 yards with a Oar of 29.
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BING MALONEY 16—HOLE GOLF COURSE
Scorecard

Rated

CITY OF SACRAMENTO
MUNICIPAL GOLF COURSE ROUNDS

1984 - 85

Course'

1985 - BB

85.010

87.623

105.942

105.002

Haggin Oaks Red -

78.513

85.137

Haggin Oaks Blue - 9

71.933

78.849

Land Perk

58.714

73.208

400.112

420.010

Haggin Oaks. 16
Bing Maloney 18
'

TOTAL ROUNDS

•

•

Source:

City. of Sacramento
Department of Parks C, Community Services
Golf Division
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GOLF COURSE MARKET

Golf Course Planning Guidelines

Before establishing the geographical boundary of the golf market, a short
review of planning criteria is presented. A reliable source of information
for market guidelines Is the National Golf Foundation (NGF).

NGF is a non-profit organization sponsored by leading manufacturers of golf
playing, and golf construction equipment, golf course maintenance supplies
and related, golf merchandise. It is a statistical source of information For
the golf industry. As such, it has compiled records relative to the number
of golfers, number of golf courses, number of dollars spent in development.
operation and maintenance along with much additional data.

In addition to its activity of compiling statistics, NOF has maintained a
working liaison with federal, regional, state, county and municipal agencies
throughout the United States, primarily working with planners and park and
recreation officials. From these associations, NGF has established a series
of community planning guidelines For golf course development which have been
endOrsed by such public agencies as the American Institute of Park
Executives, American Association of Health, Physical Education and
Recreation, Urban Land Institute and the Pacific Planning CoMmission. among
others.

Criteria

From its base of statistical data and from planning input provided by
various public agency officials. NGF has set a standard of one 18-hole
public golf course per 50,000 population. For one 18-hole private club, the
guideline is extended to 100,000 population. These basic guidelines are
subject to much interpretation and adjustment.

Another key planning standard adopted by NGF is determination of a
reasonable driving time for a golfer to patronize a golf course under peak
play condition.

The peak play period for any golf course, public or private, In an urban
setting is Saturdays. Sundays and Holidays. This is the time when most of
the population is non-working: the entire weekend is available For
relaxation and recreation.

The starting times that are most in demand are those beginning at dawn and
extending to 11:00 AM. (Because of this high demand, most public golf
courses charge premium rates for Saturday. Sunday and Holiday play.)
Private club play - usually starts later and maintains heavy demand through
the noon hour.

NOF research has found that 'most golfers are willing to' drive up to 30
minutes during this peak period to play a course of their choosing. Using a
30-minute driving time as a base for establishing golf course appeal, some
local adjustments are necessary depending upon the number of golf courses In
a given area and corresponding access thereto.

While NOF has set the 30-minute driving time as ..a reasonable standard,
playerl;use surveys taken in such metorpolitan areas
-

as San Francisco, Los

Angeles and San Bernardino have indicated as much as *65% of golf play at
.
.
public courses in these urban ares may come From a driving time within 15
minutes of the golf course site

Responses to a recent survey of •450 golfers at Sacramento's Haggin Olaiks Golf
Course Indicated 31% of the players lived within 5 miles of the course; 72%
within '10 miles; 91% within 15. miles; and 98% within a 20-mile radius.

Field observations made by other daily Fee golf course operators also report
that the smaller, radius' of 15 minutes driving time is . a better indicator of
determining what the real market may be for regular weekday play.
•

For pUrposes of this analysis. the primary

.,

market is restricted to a 15-

minute driving time because the shorter golf course appeals directly to
Individuals rather than to .groups and to players who are seeking stronger
challenges.

Definition of the Primary Market Area

The size of the Bing Maloney Par 3 primary market, therefore, is measured by
a service area that extends outward from the site to a radius of 15
minutes driving time from the patron's point of residence. Because this
market Is measured In driving time rather than miles, the shape of the
market may be formed by an irregular pattern of freeways. arterials and
access roads that make the site available to auto traffic.

The primary market for Bing Maloney follows the Sacramento freeway system
and makes the site accessible under comfortable driving conditions for most
city residents.

A reasonable western boundary Of the primary market area may extend along
US 5 to Riverside Road, then to Pocket Road, including those residents who
are living east of the Sacramento River.

-7-

The Southern boundary traverses along Meadow wood Road, then to Mack Road over .
to Stockton. Boulevard. The southern boundary continues west to Florin where
It jogs to pick up the 55th Street Expressway continuing north to its
intersection with Interstate 80.

The northern boundary extends along Interstate 80 over to Where it
intersects with Interstate 5. (See Figure 2)
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ANALYSIS OF AREA GOLF COURSES

Competitive 'Golf Courses

•

Within the boundary of the primary market area, there are 25 various golf
courses of varying 'size.

type of operation and location.

Size measures golf courses by the number of hales -- Q. 18 or 38.
Yardage determines whether a golf course is Regulation. Executive or
Short..

Golf courses are also classified by type of operation including Private.
Semi-Private or Municipal. Location describes the community in which the
golf . course is located as either ,Urben, Rural or Resort. All golf courses
in this analVsis are described as Urban.

By Size, there are Seventeen 18- .hole courses and Eight g-hole facilities.
Of these, Twenty courses have regulation yardage and Five are described as
Shore or ExecutiVe.

By type, there are Nine private Clubs; Seven municipal and Nine semi-private ,
coUrses

those that are open-to-the-public but privately owned.

An inventory of all golf courses in the primary market has been prepared in
Table 1. The location of the proposed site and its proximity to courses in
the market area are shown graphically in Figure 3.
-

TAI3LE

BINO MALONEY PAR-3 GOLF COURSE
.

.

INVENTORY OF' .COMPETITIVE GOLF COURSES iN PRIMARY MARKET AREA

Public Courses - Regulation Length

• 1.
2.
3.
' 4.
5.
6.

Anci I Hoffman GC
Bing Maloney GC
Diamond Oaks Municipal GC
Haggin Oaks (3 courses)*
'Rancho Murieta (2 courses]**
River Bend GC

Public Courses - Executive Length

.
.
9.

Cordova GC
El Dorado Hills GC
William Land GIC

Public Courses - Par 3

1 O.
11.
1-2.

Campus Commons GC
Foothill GC
Roll ing Greens GC

Private Courses - Regulation Length

13. Cameron Park CC
14. Oel Paso CC
15. El Macero CC
18. Lawrence/McClellan AFB GC
17. Mather AFB GC
18. North Ridge CC
19. Sierra View CC
20.
Sunset Whitney CC
21.
Valley-Hi CC

*
•

Haggin Oaks Blue. Red G. South Courses
Rancho Murieta North G South Courses
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Golf Course Population Ratios

Applying the NOF guideline of a standard 18-hole public golf course for
every 50,000 population, the area has the capability of supporting 22
regulation 18-hole public golf courses In 1 1/2 years. At present, there
are 15 public golf courses within a 20-mile radius of the site. Of these,
only three are comparable to the

Par 3 Bing Maloney Golf Course.

The other

courses are either larger or have restrictions to the playing public.
[private clubs and those in the military such as Mather and McClellan Air
Force 'Bases]

The National Golf Foundation estimate that 0% of the United States total
population plays golf 15 times or more per year. For California population,
this average Is adjusted up to 7% because past surveys indicate that more
Californians play golf than do residents in other parts of the country. It
is also estimated that the average California golfer plays 20 times or more
per year because of the extended season provided by the State's desirable
climate.

A recent survey supports the NGF estimates and indicates that the degree of
California participation may, even be understated. Design Research Institute
of San Jose, California, conducted a Parks and Recreation Needs Assessment
Survey for the City of Fairfield Department of Parks 1 Recreation.

-14-

Responding to a question on whether those surveyed would Favor construction
of a golf course in Fairfield t61% favored, 23% opposed, 18% did not know or
did not .respond). A total of 36% of the respondents reported that at least
one member of their household played 'golf. After making adjustments for the
number of members per family and the frequency factor, it was determined
that 9% of the total population In the survey area would qualify as active
golfers as determined by NGF.

Using the NGF formula of 7% and an..establishecl frequency of 20 times per
year was estimated that there were 67,553 golfers in the Metropolitan
Market Area in 1981 who played 1,351,060 rounds of golf. By 1986, it is
estimated that .there are 75,294 golfers to play 1,505,875 rounds of golf.

Projections,for metropolitan Sadramento have been extended to the year 2000
to' better measure the level of anticipated market demand for public golf.
The projected population for this Market Area in 2000 is 1,322,741: the
projected number of golf courses required for each segment of 50.000
population is 26 units. At present, there Is a total of 12.5 18-hole public
golf courses.

There is, therefore, an established shortage of 13.5 18-hole public golf
courses in metropolitan Sacramento. This explains why all area public
courses are accommodating close-to-capacity play.

GOLF COURSE BREAKDOWN
PRIMARY MARKET AREA
BING MALONEY PAR 3 G. C.
Regulation
18-Hole
36-Hole

Classification'

0

Municipal
Semi-Private
Private '

4
1
8

_,..

.

13

Total
Total Facilities
Less: Private Clubs
Total Public Courses
Ttoal Public Holes
Net 18-Ho1e.Pub1ic Course

3
0
1
.

1
1
0

4

8
6
9

3

23

1985

1990

1995

2000

965,048 . 1,100,.000
13.513
1/77,000 1/84,600
19.3
22.0
5.8' ' • 9.0

1,235,000
'
14
1/88,200
24.7
10.7

14 278,000
15
1/85,200
25.5
10.5

1,322,000
15
1,88,100
26.4
11.4

—

BING MALONEY PAR 3 GOLF COURSE
Golf Course Breakdown - Primary Market Area
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SECTION THREE
PLANNED IMPROVEMENTS AND PROJECTED CAPITAL COSTS

Golf Course

The new golf 'course- at Sing .,Maloney will be located at the edge of the
. . Sacramento Municipal :: Airport.. One • of the approach runways is actually
between the 7th green and 8th tee. The courser is quite compact, occupying
less than 15 acres and playing to a length of 1370 yards.

Given the limitations of the site Golf Course Architect Ron Fream has
designed , an attractive,• playable golf course that should prove to be
enjoyable for e Wide range of golfers.

Two of the 9 holes will be played as par 4's, although they are short holes.
The 250-yard 3rd hole is straightaway but the 270-yard 6th hole plays to a
slight dogleg right.

The 2nd and 8th holes are verY short, less than 100 yards. The 5th is a
medium par 3 at 150 yards, while the closing 9th hole is a solid 180 yard
shot to 'a . long narrow ,green that is well trapped. (Note Figures 5 and 13) _

Clubhouse Area Revisions

In addition to the new 9 holes, thedonstruction budget will expand the
eating area of the present restaurant facility by adding outdoor patio
seating and improved landscaping.

For ease of control, plans also call for'a service window to be added to the
side of the golf shop that faces the new golf course, thereby simplifying
registration procedures for the per-3 players. (Note Figure 4)

Capital Costs

The major components of capital expense for the Par-3 course include
$174,000 for the automatic irrigation system, $105,000 for construction of
the green sits grading and seeding, $72,000 for tee preparation and $64,740
for chainlink fencing.

Total base costs For the golf course are $602,750. A 10% contingency
allowence'and Architectural fees of $49,000 bring the golf course total cost
$611,025. Additional costs For clubhouse revisions amount to $25.905
bringing the total cost estimate to $036.930. Note the Schedule of cost
estimates that have been prepared by Golf Course Architect Ron Fream on the
following pages.
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BING MALONEY PAR 3 GOLF COURSE

CONSTRUCTION BUDGET

Rough Grading 6. Clearing

•

.

$

60.000

Automatic Irrigation System •

174.000

Green Site Construction. Grading C> Seeding

195.000

Tee Preparation

72.000

Sand Bunker Preparation

4.000

Bunker Sand

3.250

Fairway Preparation C> Seeding

25.000

Landscape Tree Planting

16.750

Fencing

64.740

Golfer Crossing Areas

12.000

Two Vehicle Crossing Areas

28.000

Partial Cart Paths

9.960

Additional Parking Area

29.050

TOTAL BASE. COST
Contingency 2
Architectural

$ 692.750

20 %

138.550

G. Engineering

Art in Public Places

c

ADJUSTED TOTAL COST

2%

8%

.55.420
13.855

900.575

B1NC3 MALONEY GOLF COURSE

CLUBHOUSE REVISIONS

Removal of Asphalt G. Concrete

2.000

Rough Grading

1. 000

Landscape Trees

975

Landscape Shrub Planting

1. 050

Ornamental Rock

150

Outdoor Tables

3.000

Planter Box

2.475

Asphalt Surfaces

2.000

Seeding G Finish Grading

1.000

Concrete Surface

4,900

Take-out Window for Golf Shop

5.000

TOTAL

•

$

23.550

Contingency 2 20

4,710

Architectural G Engineering 2 8 %

1.884
471

Art in Public Places 2 2 %

$

TOTAL REVISIONS
Golf Course Construction

30.615
900.575

TOTAL PROJECT COST*

$ 931.190

* Budget prepared by Ronald Fream Design Group. Ltd.
May. 1986
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Bing Maloney 18-Hole Course

SECTION FOUR
PROJECTED INCOME G. EXPENSE

SECTION FOUR

PROJECTED INCOME g EXPENSE

Income Analysis

The par 3 golf course at

Bing Maloney will primarily attract Seniors. Ladies

• and Juniors. Its location in the midst of densely populated south
Sacramento establishes a strong base of players for it.

The 18-hole Bing Maloney regulation golf course will provide much additional
support. The par 3 course may absorb some of the play that cannot be
readily accommodated at the larger course, which has annually attracted over
100,000 players per year. Also, the location familiarity of

Bing Maloney to

Sacramento area golfers - is another positive attraction for the proposed new
facility.

Projections of play are based on the quality of the golf course
improvements- , the ready availability of golfers and the recommended fee
structure. Inasmuch as this golf course is created for the widest range of
skills and for all ages of golfers, there should be only

one fee imposed at

any one period of the day. The golf course is designed for 9 hole play:
therefore, all fees should be collected on a 9 hole basis. There should be
no discounts for additional 9 hole rounds!
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The basic Fee recommended is $4 For

g holes Weekday play and $4.50 for

9 holes Saturday, Sunday & Holiday play, This schedule is recommended for
the fiscal years of 1007/88 and 1988/89. the First two operative years.
Fees should be increased $0.50 in each category For the succeeding three
Fiscal years.

The recommended Fee schedule is the same as that charged 'at RoSeville
Rolling Greens and only fifty cents less than the fees imposed at Campus
Commons.. It is a competitive rate and one that is practical.

Projections of play are based on a daily average of 100 players for Weekdays
and 180 players for Saturdays, Sundays G. Holidays during the first year.
Play is ,estimated to increase 10% in each of the next succeeding two
-years, and 5% for each of. the following two years. At the end of the Fifth
operative year, a stablized level of support should be established.

Projected play 'at this time.

5628 rounds: This total could be as

high as ,82;000 to 55,000 rounds, however, in future years. (See Schedule 2)

Projected revenues and expenses are set Forth in Schedule 3: For purposes,
of this analysis, only green fee revenues were included. Expenses were
limited to .golf course maintenance. (It is assumed that the par-3 course
will be maintained by the existing

Bing Maloney golf crew after necessary

. personnel are added.)
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The par-3 course should be maintained with no more than three additional
personnel. Total budget for additional maintenance is estimated to be just
over $100,000..

An allowance has been made for accommodating junior and senior play at the
City's established discounted rate of $2.50 per round. For projection purposes.
the junior - senior rate is increased 50 .

in 1989.

Total play projected for seniors and juniors amounts to 25%, or 11.680 rounds
in the first year increasing to 15.649 rounds at the end of the fifth operative
year.
Net green fee revenues should amount to $78,220 in the first operative year
increasing to $130,214 at the end of the fifth operative year.

The par-3 course should also produce additional income to the concessionaires
of approximately $6 per round. including gross receipts from carts (quite minimal).
golf shop sales, club rentals, hand-cart rentals and additional food and beverage
sales. •

Total rounds at the five existing Sacramento City courses are summarized
in the Addenda Section,of this Report. Total play in fiscal 1984-1985 amounted
to 412,000: in 1985-1986 play increased over 7% to 429,819 rounds. Green
fee income in 1.985 - 1986.amounted to $2,177.639.

Schedules I G IA •

BING MALONEY PAR 3 GOLF COURSE
Rate Schedule 1987- 1992

Schedule 1

Rate Schedule (1987/88 and 1988/89)

RING .MALONEY PAR 3 G.C. PROPOSED RATE SCHEDULE
GREEN FEES
S.
,
Weekdays
Senior - Junior
Weekends & Holidays

$4.00
2.50
4.50

.

SChedule 1A- Rate Schedule (1989/90 TO 1991/92)
RING MALONEY PAR- 3 G.C. PROPOSED RATE SCHEDULE
GREEN FEES
Weekdays
Senior - Junior
Weekends & Holidays

-28-

$4.50
3.00
5.00

BING MALONEY PAR 3 GOLF COURSE
Projected Play 19B6 - 1991

Schedule 2

Projected Play (1986/87 to 1990/91)

BING MALONEY PAR-3 G. C. PROJECTED ROUNDS OF PLAY
FISCAL YEAR

1987/88

- 1988/89 1989/90 1990/91 1991/92

Weekday - Regular
Weekday - Discount
Sat. Sun. & Holidays

16,320
11,680
18,720

17,952
12,848
20,592

19,747
14,133
22,651

20,735
14,839
23,784

21,771
15,581
24,973

TOTAL ROUNDS

46,720

51,392

56,531

59,358

62,326

Schedule 3

BING MALONEY PAR 3 GOLF COURSE
Projected Revenues & Expenses.1 900 - 1991
.

'SChedule 3 1Projectati Revenues & Expenses

1966/87 tO 1990/91

DING MALONEY PAR 30. C. PROJECTED REVENUES
GREEN FEES

1987/88

Weekday - Regular-Weekday - Discount....
'Sat. Sun., &
•

Total Green Fees-.

• $65,280 •
29,200
• 64,240
$178,720

1989/90

.1999/99

1990/9.1

1991/92

$71,808
32,120
92,664

$88,862
42,398
101,930

$93,306
44,518
107,027

$97,971
46,744
112,378

$196,592

$233,191

$244,851

$257,093

$60,674
$11,461
$17,191
$8,427
$9,551
$5,618

$64,315
$12,148
-$16,223
$8,933
$10,124
$59955

$68,174
$12,877
$19,316
$9,469
$10,731
$6,312

$112,922

$119,697

$126,879

$120,269

$125,154

$130,214

SING MALONEY .PAR 3 G. C. PROJECTED EXPENSES
.GOLF COURSE MAINTENANCE
.. ■ ■■■•■■■■■ ••■■ ■.m. ■■■•■■••■■■■•■

Labor .
Materials

....
Suppiiel.;

Equipment Rental
Utilities (Water)
Total. Maintenance
NET REVENUES

$54, 000 •
10,200
15,300
7,500
8,500
5,000

$57,240
$10,812
$16,218
$7,950
$9,010
$5,300 •

4100,500 .$106,530
$79,220

$90,062

•

Summary

•

The income generated From golf course operations. together with additional
rental income that may be earned from concessionaires, is more than adequate
to offset the capital cost of 1931.190. Moreover, the City of Sacramento
adds another type of golf facility to its existing inventory.

The City has two well-played 113-hole Municipal regulation golf courses: one
at Haggin Oaks the other at Bing Maloney.

There are two regulation 9 hole

golf courses, both at Haggin Oaks. There Is one 9 hole executive, or short
regulation golf course. at William Land Park. The new course will be the
first 9-hole par-3 course.

The options for Sacramento municipal golfers will be complete. The new
facility will create a wider appeal to the already solid base of established
golfers and significantly increase the range of appeal for new golfers to
become better acquainted with the game of golf on a course that is less
challenging in terms of skill and distance, yet one that is aesthetically
appealing and stimulating for the novice golfer.

The Bing Maloney Par 3, Golf Course project is feasible and one that should
be pursued diligently by the City of Sacramento.

EXHIBIT

COST Es.-rim.A.rE

II

CAPITAL COST ESTIMATES
The major coMpOnents of capital expense for the Bing Maloney 9-hole
expansion inclUde:
COURSE CONSTRUCTION
Rough Gradit,g".. and Clearing V
AutomaticlrOtation System. • .
Green Site Construction, - Grading & 'Seeding
Tee Preparation
. :
V
Sand 'Bunker Preparation
Bunker Sand.
.
Fairway Preparation A.Seeding
Landscape Tree Planting
Fencing
•
Golfer Crossing Areas
Two Vehicle Crossing. Areas
Partial Cart Paths
.
Additional Parking Area .
•
TOTAL BASE COST
•
Contingency @ 20%
Architectural & Engineering .6 8%
Art in Public Places
,

ADJUSTED :TOTAL COST

$ 80,000
174,000
.195,000
72,000
4,000
3,250
25,00.0
16,750
64,74.0
12.000
28,000.
6,960
29,050 :

$692,750
138,550
55,420
13,855
$900,575

CLUBHOUSE REVISIONS

-

Removal of Asphalt & Concrete
Rough Grading
Landscape .Trees
Landscape Shrub Planting.
Ornamental. Rock .
Outdo o r Tables
Planter .FOx
Asphalt Surface's
Seeding .& Finish Grading
Concrete Surface
Take-out Window for Golf Shop

-TOTAL
Contingency @ 20% ,
'Architectural & Engineering 6 8%
Art in Public Places OP 2%
TOTAL REVISIONS
Golf Course Construction
TOTAL PROJECT .COST

2,000
975
1,050
150
3,000
2,475
2,000
1,000
4:900
5-000
$ 23,550
4,710
1,884
471

ao,61:5 900,

575

$931.,190

EXHIBIT

F I NANC I NG

CITY OF SACRAMENTO.

OFFICE OF THE
CITY TREASURER

CALIFORNIA

THOMAS P. IFRIERY
TREASURER

800 TENTH STREET
SUITE ONE
SACRAMENTO, CA
95814-2688

'

December 17, 1986
860352:TPF1v:bing

916-449-5318
.OPERATIONS

DONALD E. SPERLING
ASSISTANT TREASURER:

916-449-5168
INVESTMENTS &
ADMINISTRATION

TO;

Sacramento .City Council

FROM: .

Thomas P. Triery,tity Treasurer

SUBJECT:

Financing Plan - Bing Maloney GOlf Course Expansion (Bing)

.

916448-3139
DEX TRANSCEIVER

SUMMARY
The. Bing expansion can be accomplished with a Combination of a privately
placed taxable Golf Fund Enterprise - Certificate of Participation (COP)
which will 'prodilice,$862;'500 for construction and an additional $68',690 in
cash previously .- appropriated to this project. ,YThis combination will
produt.E! . ..the eatiMated. $931;190, construction cost estimate l for the Bing
.expansion.*.
As
a result of the security:of the financial structure of the COP, benefit
, of borrowing, in the current low interest rate environMent, concern for
impacts-..of'„tax reform On a non taxable COP for the Bing expansion, minimal*
dollar amount needed .;for the :Bing' expansion, or favorable investment
return on this COP instrument compared to alternative investment in the
marketplace. , the .(1tY Treasurer has committed' to purchase this COP
.investment . for the fixed income investments component of the Sacramento
City. Employees Retirement System. . This action will not only produce
maximum. prudent return for the SCERS, but Will simultaneously assure of
the lowest : issuing costs for the Golf Fund and keep the golf financing
from ' impairing financial leverage of the City General Fund. Additionally,
the Sacramento City Treasurer will perform as trustee and paying agent for
the COP financing and no fees will he charged for this service,
-

:It is recommended.that City Council approve the COP financing plan. 'Once
the financing plan . is approved, the commitment of the City . Treasurer to
. purchase : the COP is good through JUne.1; 1987. If the financing cannot be
accomplished by that time . , it will be necessary for the City Treasurer to
're-evaluate the investment return component of the COP.
BACKGROUND
There. are . several issues :to consider for financing the Bing Maloney
Expansion. project _ First, municipal rating agencies do not consider golf

Sacramento City Council
December 17; 1986
Page 2

-

.

course financing projects "essential purpose". As a result, the credit
rating is generally one grade less . than'the City's general. credit rating
unless a credit enhancement is purchased. Further, investors generally do
not as readily accept a galf . course project as compared to other municipal
projects a City might offer.

In. Addition, the Bing Maloney project is relatively small in dollars as
far. As financing needs go. Therefore, as A result. of the front-end loaded
nature of financing expenses (i.e. rating, official statement, etc..) they
'would be -disproportionately high for such a small project. Yinally,
financing the 'Bing Maloney project publicly, as a City of Sacramento
project would result in .a loss of some flexibility in financing for the
General Fund.
• n;
Therefore, it is recommended that a'PrivatelY placed Golf Fund/Enterprise.
- COP be issued to finance the Bing Maloney expansion. Further, it is
recommended that the .financing be "taxable" as opposed to non-taxable so
as to avoid any - possible conflicts - With the tax reform act of 1986.
Finally, the City Treasurer has committed to purchase this investment for
the SCERS at a 9A3%.net interest cost so long as the investment can be
settled by - June .1,1,987 (see Attachment 1). Any delay beyond June 1, 1987
would potentially subject the financing to a higher interest cost.
FINANCIAL

Based on , the current Golf Fund budget and projections of revenues and
expenses, the Golf, Fund can afford an annual debt service payment
(principal and interest) not to exceed $120 thousand.
The $120 thousand payment would support a $935 thousand COP issue with a
net interest cost of 9.43% over a 15-year life (see Attachment 1).
The structure of the Golf Fund/Enterprise COP would be as follows:
$ 60,000 1/2 Maximum Annual Debt Service Reserve
12,500 Financing Expenses
862,500 Construction Proceeds
$935,000 Total Financing
In addition, the.Golf Fund would pledge:
Golf Fund revenues over the life of the issue, and
All the real property comprising the Bing Maloney course.

Sacramento
December .A.7, 1986
Page.3
'
•

'
•.
•

Further, the Golf Fund wodld Agree not to issue any additional financings
'unless the debt serVicaon.this issue is covered 1.35 times. However, the
financing 'arrangement 'would permit the financing to be refinanced without
penalty :interest', On the:C004side would be payable semi-annually and
principal will be'retired-annUAlly: - : Thetransaction . Will be calculated to
-:' retire on a level debt service :OasiAover,a-15-year life .(see Attachment
Tinaliy; :during-the life of the COP Issue, any interest income earned
on the debt service reserve fund or any'other - fUnds to retire principal
and interest of ; 'the' , -:bond :issue will be paid to the Golf Fund as an
additional,J...form. of revenue
At this time I.woUid estimate that the annual
paymeritto . the G45.1f. Fund on this investment income will average 15.,000
anuallyThis annual payment of income actually reduces the net interest
cost of thafinancineinthe Golf Fund
•
..•
As a:result of the financial structure of the COP, the Golf Fund being the
issuer' with no qty General Fund guarantee or backup, the Golf financing
will not impair the financial leverage of the City General Fund for other
projects the 'city is contemplating for . finanting.
•
•
As mentioned in this section, As a result Of the nature of this financing
.
it is difficult
.estimate what the interest ' Tate would be if the
transaction were to be sold Publicly on a. tax free basis
However, in my
.
judgement the rate wonld'-:befbetween 8 to 8 - 1/2% if it were to be issued
today Of more CenCern,hoWever',. ,48 what the costs of issuance would be
. In my .judgement, the Costs 'fOr:: issuance, 1,0— financing, official
statement,. ,sales - credit, rating agency fees,- etc.. Would be $55,000_
, Further,- bond counsel and municipal. insurance and an outside trustee and
paying agent would Add an additional 125,000. Finally, trustee and paying
agent fees w0A110 :add - an-additional$5,000 annual fee for adMiniStration,
When. : .,You:conSAderhe. interestOn'this $80,O00 for financing Costs over
the life Of Bing expansion issue, it would increase the nominal rate of a
non-taxableissue 9% and in effect negate the difference between the
_ • "rtaxable and non , taxable-rate.
.
- •
.•
,
,
•
.
.
Further, it must be considered that -A time commitment is being made. It
.
-.would be virtually impossible to go to the public market today' and get A
• firm rate for 4, proje6t.that.will not be started Until 6 months from now
. TherefOre,!,:the,.-abiliti to 'cOmmita . firm rate today as the Treasurer has
donends'a1vAluethat.• •cannot be . quantified. •
-

Finally the 'Citi.iTreaSuret is Working with the City . Attorney, the
' Director :•. of Finance And an •outside bond - counsel to structure the
financing The Treasurer haAestimated.at this time no more than $12,500
to be paid to bond counsel as financing costs, Bond:counsel - costs on the
Sacrament0:: , Theatre,CO. - loan' were $6,000 . so the actual cost for the Bing
expansion may be Iess . than'. the $12,500 estimate by the Treasurer.:
However there is more work: required of bond counsel for the Bing
expansion project than the Sacramento Theatre Co loan
•.

Sacramento City Council
December-'17,1986 ?age 4'
:RECOMMENDATION .
. .
It "is recommended - that the Sacramento City Council approve, the financing
plan for the Sing' Maloney Expansion
The financing plan considers
issuance of'.a:privattiy : PlaCed;taXable, golf fund .- Enterprise COP in the
amount of $935 000 :payable buti level debt, service basis over a 15-'year
life tinder the conditions outlined An this t6port.
Respectfull

Submitted,

i444'1
THOMAS P. FRIERY
City Treasurer
-

•

cc: Walter Slipe
Jim Jackson
Jack Crist
Dick Snyder
Al & FM.Board
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EXHIBIr H

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
FOR GOLF FUND

CITY OF SACRAMENTO

OFFICE OF THE
CITY MANAGER

CALIFORNIA

December 30, 1986
BA:86224:KTK:KMF

CITY HALL
ROOM 109
915 I STREET
SACRAMENTO, CA
95814-2684
916-449-5704

City Council
Sacramento; California
Honorable Members in Session:
SUBJECT:

Financial Evaluation of the Bing Maloney Golf Course
Expansion Project

Based on the financial review described herein, this report supports
the Department of Parks and Community Services request to proceed with the
development of a nine hole golf course at Bing Maloney Golf Course and that
the project should be Substantially debt financed.
•

BACKGROUND
This report summarizes the financial implications of developing a 9hole executive golf course adjacent to the Bing Maloney Golf Course.
Project cash flows, impact on available fund balance and the need for
future fee adjustments were reviewed. Based upon the information provided
by the consultant and by the department, this project should accrue
positive, long-term financial benefits to the Golf Fund.
This proposal is being presented in three segments: the project
description and request to proceed by the Department of Parks and Community
Services; the terms and conditions of debt financing by the City Treasurer;
and the financial projections for the project by this office.
The estimated construction cost for this project is $931,190. The
Golf Division has been reserving funds for this project in the Capital
Improvement Program (Project #0A36) and has approximately $525,000
available in cash.

However, given the current low interest rates the City should seek to
maximize
leverage on this project by borrowing as much as possible.
•
Accordingly, as developed by the City Treasurer, the following issue is
being recommended:
•

a)

$935,000
(12,500)
(60,000)

Total Issue
Cost of Issuance
Reserve Fund

$862,500

Available for Project

) Average annual debt Payments of $117,778 beginning 6-1-88.
) coupon rate of 8.5% the first 5 years, 9.0% the second five
years, and 9.5% the final 5 years.
d) The City Treasurer would require that the land and revenue from
the project be pledged to the issue and that before any other
debt could be undertaken by the Golf Fund that a 1.35 debt ratio
be maintained.
With construction costs of $931,190 and $862,500 to be financed through a
debt issue, it will require $68,690 from the project's cash reserve for the
balance of the construction costs and $115,450 for the first year's debt
service. This will leave a balance of approximately $340,768 in the
project, which can then be applied to future golf improvements.
As reflected On the first exhibit ("BING"), at this level of debt
service, the project will produce a positive net cash flow in the third
year of oration and a positive cumulative cash flow at the beginning of
the fourth' year The Golf Fund can support this short-term negative cash
flax given the projected level of play and modest annual fee increases.
All estimates for construction costs, annual rounds of play, green fee
revenue, and annual operating'requirements were drawn from the consultant's
report.
• Concession revenue was conservatively estimated using information from
the report and assuming the City continues to take 15% of the gross receipts'ffori golf cart rentals and 4% froth all other concession sales. It
was assumed that there Would be proportionately fewer golf cart rentals on
the shorter 9-hole executive course
• •
The secOnd_eXhibit ("GOLF FUND FINANCIAL HISTORY & PROJECTIONS") shows
- the impact af - thisAproject•bn the Golf Fund through 1991 ,92. This
projection alSo includes certain assumptions concerning the growth in
employee service'dosts, operating expense, and green fee increases.
.However, it'dpes not include any projections for Other large scale golf
additions'orAmproVements.

RECCMENDRII014
It is recommended that the City Council approve the Department of
Parks anciCommunity,Services request to proceed with the development of a
:pine-hole executive golf Course at Bing Maloney Golf Course and to finance
:a substantial portion:of the. project by issuing debt. . •
Respectfully Submitted,

- - KEITN.T. KRAMER
Management Analyst
RECCMMENDATION APPROVED: -

WALTER J.-SLIPE
City Manager
Attachment
-

*February 3, 1987
District 7

CING
12/30/8$

BING MALONEY
CONSTRUCTION COST:

9-110LE . COURSE . EXPANSION

4931,190,

CASH AVAILABLE IN CAPITAL PROJECT(OA36);

$524,908

$184,140 •

CASH REMAINING AFTER FINANCING:

$340,768

• CASH APPLIED TO PROJECT*;

'CO BE FINANCED:

CONSTRUCTION

$862,500
12,500
- 60,000

COST OF BORROWING
RESERVE FUND

REQUIRED

•

' $915,000

AVERAGE ANNUAL DEBT PAYMENTS:

$. 117,778

PROJECT CASH FLOW:

(Approximately 9.26% for 15 years)

1988 , 89: •

198940

46,720

51,392. .

1990-91

1991-92

. 1992-93

,

'PROJECTED ROUNDS

.

SUBTOTAL

AEI GAIN/LOSS

$244,651
16,207

$251,093.
17,017

-261458

52,326

$196,592
14,700

$233,191
15,435

192,720 .

211,-292

248,626

.100,500
11 7i100

106,530
119,925

112,92.2
116,525

111,697
118,125

274,110
,
126,879
119,300

. 21 8. ,400

226,455

229,447

237,822

246,179

$15,163)

$19,179

$23,236

REVENUE SUBTOTAL

REQUIREMENTS

59,358

$178,720
14,000

OREEN FEES'
rtNCESSIONS

OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE
OEBT SERVICE'

156,531

.

'

$25,680) (

-

$27,931
=-2

alMULATIVE GAIN/LOSS

$25,680) (

slmtludeajirst year deb; service payment

$40,843)

41,572

.$29,503

MS 1M

.69151

MIN ME NIB EMI EMI MIS 111.1

MP

REVISED: 12/26/86,
RCTUOL
•- 1%485

GOLF FUND FINFIN(IRL HISTORY. & PROJECTIONS Average Increase in Greens Fees
18-Hole Green Fee (ueekdays)
Average 6reen Fee Per Round of Golf
-Total Rounds . Played
Total Oper.ating- Revenues
Total !Operating Ekeenses

7.7X!
$7.00
$4.51
400,112

y

2,235,246
1,795,731

ACTOR_
1%5-86

• •BUI1GET
1986-87

PROJECTED
.• 198?-88

PROJECTED
1988789

8.122/1
$7.00 1•
$4711
429 , 019

5.00Z
$7.35
14.98
422 ,(100

10.00Z
$7.72
$5.44
405 , 000

5.00%
$8.49
$5.83
446 , 720

2,309,98? 1 2,360,000
2,180,414 1 ., 2,279,814-

2,475,410
2,392,347

2,899,436
2;610,991
288,445

NET OPERATING INCOME (LOSS) .

439,517

129,573 1

80,186

83,053

Net NOnoperating Revenue (Expense)

139,60?

168,469

93,000,- (

11,716) (

NET CliR4GE-TO - RE1RINE6 EARNINGS

579,124

298, 042

173,186

141,368 •
9,418) (
330,234) (
685,816

91,576
4,186)1 (
191,850)1
703,9201

552,1110
3,825)

783,920

794,350

Capital ImproVesent Projects Other Changes: to Working Capital
,RdjuSt4pents for EnCumb. & Carryovers
BeginningFund Balance
"
ENDING HMO BRACE

We

71,337 •

PROJECTED.,, PROTECTED
1969-790
1990-91
5.02
$8.91
$6.08
451,392

794,350

411,711

•232; 860

411,711

232,860

237,982

270,478

• 281,349

1,784

6,962

11,685

236,257

277,441

293,034

234,473 .•

285,942
283,000
2,180

5.0IM
$9.83
$6.70
459,358

3,050;532 • 3226,%3: 3,385,207
.2,816,059
2,956,425 -- 3,103,858

2,503)

1,132,1100
881,812

5.00Z
$9.%
$6.32
456,531

PROTECTED
1991-92 •

C.

338,000
. '326,000 .
2,4413) (
2,072) (.

300,000
6,693)

237,982

163,791

113,159

163,791 _

113,159

99,500

